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Reddog Introduction

Eclipse, is you seeing yourself having come back out of a rabbit
hole; that, was a certain movie; of, lemmings having been stopped;
from, all running over the edge of the cliff together; stopped, is the
collapsing dollar; and, theft of your property; stopped, is martial law;
all, certainly a path of what's unfamiliar;

You, demand debt free constitutional money now; and, common
law; you, demand a child be given fathers' rights; you, demand the
ability to void a void court order; immediately, be put back; and, you
care to provide a check and balance on government; with common
law as you should;

This, is happyface's verifiable claim; appointing, you as a trustee;
to, fulfill happy face's verifiable claim; happyface, is asking you not
to come from an office of profit during this time; for, this rainbow
prophecy you read about is about this social change; where
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A, moratorium is put as a notice; to, the provost marshal; to, stop
harm now; you, care to turn things around; for, this is the time of a
feather and a hammer floating together; rather, than just what you
know is existed; that, isn't egalitarian;

You're, given a path forward to clear away what's not useful; via,
solar and lunar total eclipses coming up; such, act as an engine; a,
pairing of celestial events; happening, in the heaven; with, such a
movement as eclipse; all, clearly see; as, the celestial moments are
coming evermore toward us; all, form central hubs as masts;

Applying, social media sites; you, centralize and tabulate; yes,
verifiable vote; and, notice given of such a moratorium be to the
provost marshal or equivalent in government; to, be delivered to the
governments with an order to take a break; in, making any policy in
banking for one year; really, one year minus ten days; which is the

Time, between total lunar eclipses; from, january thirty first two
thousand eighteen; to, january twenty first two thousand nineteen;
and, during such time all are requested to learn how current is
created; eclipse, is produced by you carrying out instructions; you,
are connected with herein about; after, this moment; so such

Action, is forwarded; and, is tended a tick the box yes is paired to
movements of eclipse in the heavens; all, most on the earth can
see and know about; is, a natural ideomotor dynamic; activating,
and triggering all beloved's sensory anticipated observed actions
toward eclipse; are, paired with such external happenings
simultaneously;

Eclipse, action is with each eclipse moment; and, between; all, via
such inducted entrainment; you, can look within; and, read between
these covers of the path of hollow bones; such, presupposes you've
got this message out of eclipse; and, actions taken achieved
eclipse's outcome;
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This, is an induction herein given to you in the path of hollow
bones; you're, provided with a specifically designed by direction
association; between, what you see as celestial events; and,
actions taken by you and i during this time; you, verify a vote; for,
such a moratorium; you're, saying stop;

You're, saying no to this present system; many, care to be free of;
once, and for all time; obviously, such ideomotor conditioning is a
focus within the other than conscious mind; and, by-passing
conscious objection; such, exists where all habituated learning
memory and behavior; toward, eclipse's impact; is, an impact
coming from your right hemisphere and brain stem co-operation;
with, your left hemisphere;

Wakefulness, is only of a limited phenomenon; whereas, i
awareness as you read herein and learn; is, beyond a wakeful state
of being; for, wakefulness itself is only seven plus or minus two
chunks of information; and, awareness as you will read is beyond
dreaming and deep sleep; and, therefore

An, unwilled and other-than conscious alignment; is, being simply
triggered; by, such participatory imaging of these celestial events;
as, eclipses paired to actions taken on the earth; eclipse, is being
paired to an engine in the heavens; assisting, all as an induction
into taking moral ethical action; and, ridding the earth of usury once
and for all time; such, a simple thing; yet, the roof needs to be fixed;
and, not just rearrangement of furniture in an upstairs room;

No, pigeonhole exists at the clerk of courts; at, the federal court
building; today, in phoenix; eclipse, is triggered by such celestial
movement; as, you tick the box yes you want reform in banking;
and, by doing such you're saying; the, present system is doing
harm by negative economic inductance; and, you're stopping that;
okay?; now;
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Many, current lead-whores are requesting debt free currency; and,
even kicking usury out the door as immoral and unethical; for, all it's
being known as peony; where,

You and i as beloved being traded under commercial law; which, is
not the law of the land; all, crimes committed to happyface and
dakota have occurred on the land; and, this is not the law of the
water; that, can be applied for a commodity;
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Eclipse, and ticking the box yes you want reform in banking; is, not
an involuntary reflex; not, bound to any expected attention reduced;
nor, of your or my focus either; yet, ubiquitous constructive ridding
of usury; and, it's fat taker effect; called, in these books the
wasi'chu effect; which, is a behavior; and, not some beloved; and,
such was called by the originals here on turtle island;

Eclipse, was by this bio-directional association; between, getting a
verifiable vote; and, handing such a count in; of, a notice; from,
centralized hubs in your cunt-tree; to, the provost marshal or
equivalent around the world; before, the goal lunar eclipse begins
the moratorium;

On the twenty third of january two thousand eighteen; notice, is
given that on the thirty first of january two thousand eighteen; in,
the lunar eclipse between; demand, is for government to take a
break from making any policy in banking for one year minus ten
days; which, ends on the lunar eclipse; january, twenty first two
thousand nineteen;

Your, job is to reinforce what you learned in this path of hollow
bones; of, a perpetuated instruction to you herein given; such, an
act affect association; is, of an inducted entrained sympathetic
resonance; created, over the earth; the, path of hollow bones
automatically spread; and, triggered by instructions given to you
herein;

You, form centralized hubs and masts; to, focalize and centralize;
all, achieve a verifiable vote to have a reform in banking; usury, is
ridded once and for all time; so, you, read between the covers of
the path of hollow bones; and, you learn about a future of lifehouse
sustainable community; lifefood agrarianism; gender egalitarianism;
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Especially of course economic egalitarianism; you're, about what's
familiar to you; what's, multiple layered recruits output praxicon;
and, long term mnemonic neurology; for, anticipation; kinesthetic
auditory and visually;

A, perceptual code; of, celestial movement; is, paired with the
movement executed toward obtaining eclipse's outcome; where,
such is transcended into collecting such a verifiable vote; and, all
such is being triggered via passive perceptual conditioning;
brought, about by this story between the covers of this path of
hollow bones; and,

Eclipse's physical characteristics of light and dark; you, clear away
the past to make way for what's new; you'll, really enjoy this volume
one; and, i'm sure you won't be able to put any one of the other
volumes down either; until, all are finished; i, am the red dog; and, i
has spoke;
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Chapter: One
The Path of Hollow Bone

Visioning: The Vision Quest

The vision quest is, a great tradition amongst the originals here on
turtle island grief, and suffering; is, the most maturing of all emotion;
for, this really is about your ability to integrate what's lost; such, a
suffering; can, have caused you to come into a solemness; of,
one's totality;

I, am red dog and i will speak; i'd, see in happyface's own
solemnity; of, totality; for, such a quest in this vision; of, the path of
hollow bones; and, the ability to be observed to see what occurred;
even, to go into the year four thousand twenty-six and look back a
couple thousand years; such is a tale;

Unfolding here in this path of hollow bones; various, visioning
ceremony; as, one who walks across the sky you would learn
about; all, is put in here as metaphor for you; you, can live life more
abundantly; yet, without such a total solemnity; you'd, probably not
quest for a vision; and, have and a proper treatment;

You, could've done such; yet, happyface was trained by Cloud Two
Children; an, original of turtle island you'll learn about; suffering,
worth is quested life; of a mind, emptied out; and, shape taken;
that, you can feel light in the body; to, see in the mind's eye; and,
such a vision can feel for you; for as is this

Vision, was given happyface; of, the presides being a moment in
this time coming now; and, many years ago prepared for the day;
hard, is it the nights; and, days for as long as for you can be without
water necessarily much; and, not have any food at least; you, could
be alone;
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You, could be in a vision pit that's made inside a hill; and,
happyface would go to where the originals had lived; even,
hiawatha; and, this meant often staying at the top of a hill
somewhere; or, under some embankment;

One Day i Found Happyface

You'll read about; under, a waterfall; you, can imagine thirty gallons
a minute on your head everyday; for, six months; might, clean your
brain; as, reading this path of hollow bones; is, cleaning your brain;
awakening; an, experiential questing for vision; ongoing; was, it that
such a challenge be; often, you do Wakan’s work and, you can be
more personally attacked; and, you can be retaliated against;

You're, participating in protected disclosure and conduct; of, official
misconduct; as, happyface has been; and, you can be retaliated
against; you, can have your child taken; and, your child slowly put
to death to get you to shut up; to, answer; you, can look into
yourself very deeply; the, whole universe is flowing inside; such, a
life; of,a road less traveled;

This, path of hollow bones you've picked up; is, really for your
seeking; that, when you put this down you feel; oh my god; maybe,
you can not find it easy to put it down; for, i don't know but this is
very practical; about, life; and, yet for the beloved (living being) of
turtle island; happyface, be amongst such a tradition; be, such for
you to come learn how to vision;

I'd, find happyface educating beloved about lifehouse sustainable
community; which, you're going to be learning about; you're, going
to be learning about a tradition that's really ancient; called, the
toltec tradition; of, a medicine path here on turtle island; you're,
gonna be awakening to the bank being inside you;
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Eclipse Mission Restores Common Law

Directing, currency; and, how eclipse is present to assist bring back
common law; which, has as you're becoming aware here; possibly,
has not been present; that, no pigeonhole exists; at, the
courthouse; for, a verifiable; non-controvertible claim; involving,
constructive agreement got privately between the parties; to, void a
void court order; yet, as happyface has found; no, pigeonhole
exists; for, the service of an independent third party witness; who, is
a man or a woman; in, an office at court;

This, story is a little about that; and, how law all comes from what's
spiritual; and, you only can join like with lie; you, can't join whats
living to whats dead; and, family court you're going to be learning;
is, just a joining of the dead with the dead; that, a child can have
been traded;

No, oversight exists in the judicial process; at, the moment; for,
common law; is, brought back via eclipse; which, is a movement;
to, form central hubs around the earth; beginning, in the release of
this path of hollow bones; masts, form in central hubs; from, august
onward in two thousand sixteen; to

Coincide, with the Perseids meteor shower blitzing the earth; that,
leads up to the total solar eclipse; on, august twenty first, two
thousand seventeen; as, marking out eclipse; the, beginning of a
count; a, count of a vote; a, tick the box yes, you want reform in
banking; or, not; simple; this is a moratorium; for you

Tick, this box yes; you're, saying you know harm is being done by
the present system; and, the government needs to take a year off in
any policy regarding banking; for, one year; whilst all learn
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How, currency is created during this year taken off; on, the twenty
third of january; two thousand eighteen; one, week it is before a
lunar eclipse; masts, print up a notice; and, give such to the provost
marshal or equivalent; and, that such a vote is as a number; all, be
put to the provost marshal's office as notice;

Study Circles Formed Around The Earth

Central, hubs are formed to centralize evermore verifiable votes;
brought in via social media accounts applied; and, on the very first
total lunar eclipse; on january thirty first; two thousand eighteen;
which, is of the moon; and, would be seen almost all over the earth;
and, is the marking out of a moment of eclipse; which

Extends to the next total lunar eclipse on january twenty first; two
thousand nineteen; and, governments then be able to again make
policy for banking; for, within the year that's taken off; all, have
learned how money is created; and, become awake to the practice
processes;

Having cleared away usury wherever slavery exist, monopoly or
any unfair practice exists, once and for all time; and, cleared away
an idea that money can have only been made from debt; which,
seems small i know; yet, greater things come ever from a bank
inside you directing currency; yet, at the moment the corpse can't
really feel hear or see; and,

You and i can't really have a relation to that corpse; so, that is not a
proper situation; no, informed consent up to this point up to eclipse;
only, an illusion; and, therefore; before, eclipse has its total effect
after january twenty first, two thousand nineteen; that, common law
is the check and balance and government cannot have existed
before eclipse;
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This, work is about getting rid of usury and negative economic
inductance; once, and for all time; and, perception directing
currency moves toward clean energy; cleaning, up the pacific;
recopying the treetop; a, squirrel can run from florida to maine
again on the treetop; without, coming to the ground;

In going forward you learn about golden ages of the past; how, the
earth was twelve times smaller than it is today; how, the density
hasn't really changed much; yet, it's volume has;

Much lands have subducted and raised; and, many beloved living
near the coast in the past; perished, when there was calamity such;
sometimes, ninety percent;

Learning About Integrated Behavior

You, can learn about clean energy from plasma; from, devices such
as a radiant energetic dynamo; and, this is in a time of a feather
and a hammer floating together; you, may be excited to learn about
inverse gravity; being, a component of magnicity; there, is a
magneton; not, an electron; that, describes the electron effect
observed;

You, go into this you can be aware that blood is formed in your
intestine; your, cell is not the original building block; colloid of life is;
you, learn about what integrated behavior really is; this, is a tale;
which, for me begins a long time ago; in, the everglades; it's, really
a vision of hiawatha; also, how happyface would be given some
inductions; into, what is within this work; from, cloud two children;
that, you'd learn about;

I've, traveled ever since; and, met up; and, such is it that this work
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of hollow bones is before you; ten volumes; written, in a single
moment; connecting, in and being with happyface; and, many
braves; and, this, is a tale of land; through, which is flowing water
clear; and, of streams; gorgeously, shaded; under, old growth great
trees;

i'd, meet happyface in places you could go where berries and fruit
grew wild; i'd, meet happyface in the spring; yet, even cold and
bitter winter high up in the mountains; collecting, white gold to put
into product; from, hot waters close by; even, in such an icy winter
condition; i'd, often not know whether it was winter or summer; a,
living environment so perfectly adapted; you, could find happyface
anywhere in an environment like this; living, as a fat cat; such, an
up springing of the country so beautiful;

Stars and the moon and the sun and the earth; and, upon all
animals and birds; i'd, see all give such affection; sometimes, even
birds you'd see grooming braves;

The Power Being From The Land

This, is the earth upon where law is of the land; and, law is also
being put forward to govern commerce of commodity; and, to
govern dead items; and, issues that are dead; yet, such a process
is what has come to be put over all beloved here; so, figuratively
happyface talks about pulling the plug on the high water mark at the
top of the mountain;
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After, eclipse that water mark returns back to the shoreline where
it's supposed to be; and, the earth upon having water risen; above,
the water; the, earth be created such; a, law of the land very
simple; is, the heart’s path; you're, learning about; and, it's arriving
and returning to a vision about hiawatha; this, work is about; better,
having this happyface inside you; than having a roger or ralph or
sally or jay;

You, can learn about whole brain functioning; and, verbal and
non-verbal patterns that allow us to live in the whole of ourselves;
and, how these coming events in the heavens; for, the presides is
only going to occur again in one hundred thirty three years; such,
coincides with the release of this path of hollow bones; which, as
we release such will be free; for, a moment in time; so

Let your friends know about such a work; this, relies on you to do
your alming as you can; for, you're, drawn to assist with this alming
of eclipse movement; and, awaken more to i awareness; and, what
i awareness is; the, heavenly event; strange, attractors assembled;

As, engines drawing us forward into taking action; for, none can say
that a hand doesn't exist above the government; none can say
harm is not being seriously done; it's, a very important question that
needs to be asked; this, is by popular sense of languaging; a, way
forward for us; to, avoid a collapsed dollar; and, what has come
from being under a system of negative economic inductance;
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A Real Reset Clearing Away Monopoly

Where, a monopoly has owned the currency; and, a corpse; which,
can't feel or hear or see; has, been put above you and i; you're,
going to read and hear about iktome; and, coyote; and, ALPHABET
SOUP LAND (agency known by their initials FBI. CIA etc.); how, the
sky was pushed up with lodge poles; and, how the bears taught
everybody how to put cold and warm in the earth and store it; to, be
drawn out in time for use when needed;

Chapters, can show you common elements which run through the
path of hollow bones; which, is really you and i having got rid of
usury; once, and for all time; this, is the night; that, you and i we
drove such usury out; and, also negative economic inductance; this
is the living reality; of, a story unfolding; i'm, listening to as you;
nearly, not is such a form; of, not purposeful structure; yet, primitive
as a savage living;

This, is the night; you and i, we drove old dixie down; and, in a
millennium to come; for, many centuries ahead; all, learn how to
leave the earth behind; same way they found it; four thousand
years ago; and, ancestors of new today who is living; definitely,
connect you with tradition; and, a set of values; including, a right to
have a mother and father;

You're, getting an insight into a story about parentdectomy; and,
religious living only as a dead animal; and, a corpse can have only
been above your head; for, how can a corpse hear your child cry;
or, see a crack in the road; for, awakening; and, collectively all of us
having not cared to be just love bombed; and, amused; yet be

Held, on the edge of your seat; and, edge-ucated; not,
head-ucated; for, enjoyment; nearly, told; such, is ; for, story,
metaphor and legend be; about, your arriving and returning;
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Beloved Lost Their Children in the Past

Common law; which, all had at one time; in, a federation of united
nation; the, great iroquois federation; happyface is awakening all to
life food agrarianism; and, gender egalitarianism; these,
awakenings are all really to do with you becoming more conscious;
for, all could've been just subliminal; and, the first sightings of ships
by the originals;

Later, accounts such called here white long legs; and, those of the
fat taker way; is, really about behavior not about you; and, how
traders; missionaries; beginning, with young white males without
parents; came, in foam houses (natives describing the ships); and,
the displacement of traditional homeland; and, from a loss of
children;

A, dramatic watershed encounter; such, as a battle of wounded
knee; little big horn; yet., also such as the brave, (more recently)
who was tracked and cut down cowardly on the highway in oregon;
with, his hands in the air; who, was concerned highly that you could
be innocent in this day; yet, be shot; in, this day things can
drastically be improved; should be; so,

Stay tuned to this first work; which, you're reading; which, is
eclipse; and, move through them as you can within a sequence; as,
you may find a better flow of information; though, they can be read
individually; anyway; that, you can find what's useful here you'd be
urged to pass this on immediately; to, participate in the data and
not just be a spectator;
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This, is the path of least resistance; this is a time of a hammer and
a feather floating together; magnicity, the entomological inverse
gravitational flight of the beetle; and, you're learning about
membrane permeability surfactant enhancement; and, life hydrate;
which, are works; as, two works beyond these ten volumes; also,
being released in this same time; this, is the time of the semi-colon;
and, it's use; it's equivalent to a pause;

The Pen is Mightier Than the Sword

You, get relief; for, such an idea; is, joined with an idea that comes
before and after; for, such to make sense; and, nothing is the end;
that, doesn't exist; only, arriving and returning does; so, a pause in
this text; is, been written; so, as this text is read; this, information
can be being absorbed more powerfully inside you;

You, have better recall; so, a pause is equivalent to a semi-colon;
and, a conjunctive word; you, have a comma; this, is been written in
first tense; in, singular; as, much as possible; and, what's, first is
first and second is second; sequencing, of the senses are
kinesthetic auditory visual; with, a

Focus of what embedded commands are that's been given you; a,
sophistication is applied; beyond, what's ordinary; i, hope you're
excited as i am; for, you; to, look inside; and, awaken mastery; ever,
deeper more now; inside you; okay?; i's, the red dawg; and, i's
spoke; and, all braves that were listening; all, in unison said; aho,
red dog; you, has spoke; aho, mitakuye oyasin;
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Few, is it that could ever have knowledge which happyface has;
and, has had the persistence and perseverance to have sat with
emperor for three days; to, have learned everything the emperor
knows; and, to have added these three things on; many, asked
happyface; what, made happyface feel; and, the

Emperor would listen to happyface; and, happyface replied; “it only
takes a small spark to have burned a whole city down; and, even
the largest animal; is, afraid of the smallest; like, a spider; you, live
what you speak and speak what you live next; and, every single
word you use has a physiology”;
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That you're reading this you're grocking this; you're, getting a
healing therapeutic metaphor; i awareness; having, cleared away
stockholm syndrome; in, the east everyone is taught they're not the
body; in, the west everyone is taught you are; i, is empty space;
and, am is caring as matter; as, the body; and, fifty percent of
yourself is eternal and was never born as i;

The other component of yourself is your body; which, is born and
would die; and, this is matter and what you care about; and, in a
fifty fifty relation; this, is balanced being; you, can read on about the
syntax; of, the preferred modes of sorting information; allowing, you
to live in the whole of yourselves; versus, limited mind function;

You're, gonna learn how interest and pleasure stimulate whole
brain functioning; more, importantly you're gonna take a look at the
parentless state of affairs at the moment before eclipse has had it's
effect; the, path of hollow bones is about the path of least
resistance; and, eclipse is about a moratorium;
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Chapter Two:
Parental Child Alienation

Loving Your Child For What This Is

Parents, both; by, being loved; loving, your child for what this child
is inside for self; and, that desire to love; can, have been spited with
hate to a parent; as, manipulation is of children; and, at this
moment little to be not any oversight is existing; generally, a child is
manipulated to hate;

In some extreme cases; even, rejection of the parent that's been
cut out; and, in situation of evermore extreme; is, a sign; where,
such a one sidedness exists; as, in the case of dakota, happyface’s
son, being cloistered; and, the child's expectation; is, as a created
identity;

A, parental condition bolstered; to, create more maximal effort in
relatedness; and, in the condition of dakota; who, has been
cloistered; and, was illegally shipped across state lines; and, never
has had permission to be there; father, never cared for dakota to be
shipped out;

Nor, should anyone care to uphold the idea; that, someone else
should parent someone else's kid; you're, living in a day where no
verifiable claim exists; for, no legal title exists; to, a corpse for
property that it did not make;

Dakota's, life; a, parent loving is capable; was, lost; for, all these
years; a, parent targeted; of, rejection; emotional, of a child; is, the
result of such modern denigration; which, is rife in this day; no one,
was to; who, took charge of dakota; was, to ever consider the best
interest of dakota’s care;
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Only, those could put things in terms of their own interest; don't, tell
me that happyface is not seen as evil; and, demonized by the
surrogate parents; Who, have never bothered to connect back with
any response; and, have just continued to abscond; and, run along
with their being no claim; yet, no enforcement that there is no claim;
verifiable;

A, parent that's alienated; as, happyface; is, rarely available to a
child; to, reconnect; a, method of adversarial alternative
constructed alienated; child, and parental conditioning; is, found in
the modern life today; happyface, was targeted; so, was dakota; for,
dakota to be thrust away from his extended family he had; that, was
built;

Quality of life far better; better, nutrition for sure; no, verifiable claim
exits to have done so; that's, very wrong; many, years have passed
by; you're, living in a cunt-tree where you can't void a void court
order; that’s, what this story is about; yet, it’s really bout yours and
my right to our property; which, is the ability you and i to lift our own
arm;
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Recognizing Fat Taker Behavior

This, work is really about a fat taker effect; of, parentlessness; to,
have lost one's way; to, become rudderless; it's, widespread that
behaviors are come about; because, of that sort of behavior going
on; like, substance abuse; not, feeling chipper for instance; trusting,
of a great love; and, a hatred of self generally;

With, an esteem that's self lowered; and, documented well is it;
that, children that have been alienated from their parent; generally,
have pretty disastrous behavioral effects; basically, all based on a
false idea; that, on apparent is evil; so, self-hatred is the big
disturbed affected condition;

After, eclipse a child has an unthreatened and loving relation with
both parents; no, justification for such abuse or neglect ever was;
to, have ripped dakota's father away from him; anyway; this, is a
story beyond just what's gone on with happyface and dakota; it's,
really a story about a movement called eclipse;

To, stand up for your right; that, government protects your property;
which, happyface's property hasn't been protected; and, there's no
way you can void a void court order; fence-sitting; is, what
happyface has seen most everybody do; pretty, alarming as far as
most just being a spectator; maybe, to the alienation of child
suffering; and, the parent; and it's a real rare

Thing, that anyone is really gonna be listened to much as a parent
on that level; and, ignored often whatever wound did exist; this,
culture response is to stuff it and get on; a, spirit that's seriously
mean; ye, be subject to in this modern day; and, this story's about
such; yet, more;

Grief, is really one of the most maturing emotions; and, deep grief
is around child and parental separateness; it's, just an indifference;
an, attitude; that's, what's really going on; with, the dakota
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co-guardian condition of cloistering;

A, risk to have remained as a child alone; isolated; alienated; and,
beyond a cut feeling; a, parent alienated; is, not an uncommon type
of atmosphere; going, on right now; services, that we're being given
right now; are, not proper services; and, that's what this is about;
alright?

Ambiguity Creates A Rudderlessness

Many, apparent professionals happyface is connected with; of,
dakota's condition of kidnappedness; and, cloisteredness ongoing;
and, an alienating of parent; responsibility, today's diffuse; and,
target; of, fear; that, apparently that sort of being is normal; the,
abuse perceived; really, is from a lack of empathy; and, reticence to
act; and, you can generally say where someone's like that there's a
really ambiguity going on; and, you've got a real fence sitter type of
effect;

Family court; and, this present society; directly, taxed a child's
father; incentives, to go after the father; to, collapse the father's
business; and, that's the story; all, done to happyface was by
default judgment; and, wasn't allowed to be able to say anything;
you're, not; you're, muzzled;

Someone else apparently says something and put it into code;
anyway; this, is a story about you and i having re-gested the
property you have to your child; ands, a fat taker is a parentless
condition; and, this work is about that basically; and, a movement to
tick the box YES You Want Reform In Banking; and, have
moratorium in banking policy for one year; whilst, the earth and
everybody;

Learns, how currency is created; dakota, has a form of child abuse
that's unrecognized largely; it's an alienation of a child's parent from
that child; and, above all else your actedness and influence; of,
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what's natural; those, you can assist; to, have a power and a
potential that's great; yet, not to act is an act;

Not to speak is a form of communication; even, a self is an evil of
face isnt silence;

Applying A Path of Hollow Bone

I, am red dog and i will speak; Grief; the ability to integrate what is
lost; sorrow, of the beloved; of, the fat taker rejected; despised, is
this father; the, family slaughterhouse; you, have only been a lamb
to; as, a father; you, are brought your son won’t have his father's’
right; the, father’s mouth; is, not opened;

He, ye afflicted was he; and, oppressed was he by a black frock
and wig (court system) of, an entity having been put above your
and my head; nothing, ever was put in the child’s best interest; up,
until this time; saved, are you; unto, come to how; know, may you
this hollow bones path (the path of least resistance); a, way shown
you of redemption;

You, reject the fat taker effect; and, spend; Wakan, isn’t in need of
you to have to look at the snow and the rain; that, bring forth from
the cloud; that, came from a river; moved, from a valley; between,
the mountains; animals, and plants and all sentient beings be of a
mutual lived assistance; live, in symbiosis;

Your, blood is made in the intestine not your bones; and, a colloid of
life and a lifecolloid is the building block of your body; not, a cell;
electricity, doesn’t exist; magnicity (magnetics) does; how, about
moving into a time of a feather and a hammer (inverse gravity)
floating together? an, unreserved having let go; to, be with your

Spontaneous, creative intelligence; stillness, silence, and
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transparency; is, i awareness; unbounded, eternal; can you use
your spontaneous creative intelligence?

Learn, to apply i awareness so challenge that can exist in relation
and family; communication, is improved; i, awareness is where no
mental construct exists; you, don’t have a purpose to be here; that’s
silly; you, don’t have to have a purpose to be assured of some
gaining something;

You, have to have cleared away what’s not natural; you, don’t have
to go over what’s natural; that, is; the, language of peace and
ionophoric theory (positive and negative charge of ions) that’s
discussed and applied in these volumes; is, applying therapeutic
metaphor; you’re, getting as you go through this material in these
volumes;

The, restoration of the son be given back his father; in, flesh blood
and warmth; and, not some cold condition that’s not heaven here;
run, over by those who say you’ve got to trundling somewhere to
get to heaven; and, would’ve preferred to feed your kids flesh of a
pig maybe; this, work is not about something growing and creating
more and more attrition; absolutely, not; much, is evolved; and,
needs to einvolve more;

Can, you know if the roof is leaking attention can be to that? As,
attention is to things like sweeping the floor; this, is a work about
having perception direct currency; and, not the insanity of putting it
all behind a war machine; and, nothing behind basic education;
just, basic things of sanity versus insanity;

Can you acquire the diligence to be able to be inviting?; can you
stick with fact and not doctrine?; can you awaken and stop all this
ten thousand teachings?; can you have spirit within you of this
awakening? cause, this is you educating others; not,something out
there doing the teaching or something; is, a model for you those
who are loving of self?;

In, i awareness; from, emptiness; and, care everything is done;
and, this is neither unwilling nor willing; it’s, about your having
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stopped your thinking; turning, your mind on and off; i, was one day
present to hear an a-turn-on-you ask happyface; “is, there one
law?”;

Happyface, said “yeah; there, sure is; it’s the law of the heart’s
path”; from, stillness; from, silence; from, transparency; what’s,
supraliminal can come in; no, mental construct was other than
allowing such to exist; with, this spirit; you, know you are this i; of,
perfect detachment; of, a blending of your heart and mind; with,
Wakan (what is Holy);

Thy, is serving this servant’s servant; and, it was happyface; unto
this be said; and, if considered the possibility of another principle;
i’d, say it would be self thy is neighbor; thy, love in how you keep
self company; this, is like unto this first great principle; let, all have
safe harbor; and, give all free passage; if, you don’t do that; you’re,
not obeying happyface's commandments to you;

A, wo/man or any beloved is of this law of the heart’s path; which,
all hang; including, these two commandments happyface is giving
you here; Wakan, i am loved of; i, loveth inside; and, am loving;
this, is not something outside; given,or received; it, cannot be;
this,is you loving inside yourself; you, love yourself; you, love me;
and, you’re able to remain integrated with instructions that you’re
being given here;

Happyface, in you is what is integrated and associated about you;
loving, of yourself and how you keep self company; and, you’re
obeying Wakan that you are with what’s mutually beneficial; and,
focused on what is a better way; and, all you can do to have
chipped away at what’s other than this;

You, can gain this by being rewarded; and, not having others run
around like you gotta fear punishment if you don’t obey; it’s, just be
empty; don’t go around with something in your head; come, to
council and be empty; and, you can get things done; glory, to you is
eternal; your, reward is great; for, seven generations of children
through you; you, model; such, windows into the future; of, eternity
yet even is of wonder;
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You, as this beloved of a heart into such is entered; yet, perhaps
not yet; nor, can you have felt or heard or seen; which, this is
beyond what you have experience of; for

Awareness is beyond your experience; and, beyond the other three
states of being; there, is nothing between you and creation; all, else
is fairly dichotomous thought; and, a mental monster; unneeded;
you, are creation so you’re not looking at someone like your own
image getting ruled over and run over; god, isn’t a him or a her;
god, isn’t exclusive of some gender; and, a rose has no apparent
interior of itself;

Can, A Polar Bear Know About Crickets?

No; do, you have to be given something for someone to be here?;
like, you’re special and you were given the day and the night?; no;
it’s, simply you and the day and the night; nothing, need be given;
that, a father christmas is up there in the sky watching over things;
just, crazy; you’re, not gonna convince kids; just, sounds
superstitious; for

Heaven, is on earth here; and, father means this which is warmth
and blood here; and, not some cold condition of no-parenting; no
one has a right to interfere; with, a child’s right to have their own
parent; period; your, father is here; on, the earth; not, in some place
up in the sky; that, father christmas up there is no creator or ruler;
and, is just a fat taker effect you’ve been running with okay?;

I, is empty and wasn’t born; and, am is energy slowed down; and,
visible matter of care; this, is not something that comes prior or
after or before; it’s timeless; that’s what playfulness is; it’s, not
something temporal; society, and what needs to be civilized; is, an
absolutely backward condition; not forward;

You and i, we had a golden age in the past; and, right now you
don’t; what, happened to being reared to maturity?; that’s not
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occurred; heaven, is here on earth; the, sun shines on everyone
evenly; stop, thinking; you, are blessed more; this, is a gift; stop,
thinking you’ve got some talent; you’re special kind of; you’re being
asked here to be more empty; live, in the gap between the beats;
Intimacy Is Being Free of Condition

Serving, to opportune; rejected, accepted you’re getting rid of
conditions of being dead being put above the dead of the past;
beloved, can actually be the bank of perception; rather, than
stupidly thinking that it’s gonna be okay to put what’s directing the
current into something dead; fictional; could be an agency or an
entity; certainly, doesn’t have a central organized nervous system;

A, bank can’t be owned by one individual who just monopolizes the
rest of us; that’s wrong; you, and i have a claim; that’s, an insane
system; everyone, is alike; and, all ideas of teaching that you’re
different; that you’re separate; that, you’re a male and someone
else is a female; this, is all a lie; heaven is a place here;

Not,somewhere you go somewhere out there; this is wrong; stop;
stop, reading doctrine stupidly written by immature people; or, that
was taken over by those aiming to increase the fat taker effect on
beloved evermore; you, need to be saved; yes, you do; because,
the presence of a father here in heaven on earth;

You, need to leave behind; not, the other way around; you,can look
upon yourself and see that this is so; otherwise, you’re with casper;
with, alphabet soup land (agencies such as CIA FBI NSA etc.)
reckon, that a fictional entity can say something which it can’t; you,
can be assisted through this path of hollow bones;

You, can be received of this which happyface can see what’s
needed inside; you, and i share with each other in our heart’s
what’s universal; and, can you know this happyface is coming from
love within this happyface; and, all is coming from this state; not,
something else;

Can, you see this i in you?; you, can have sent yourself here; as,
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happyface called is tunkashila in you; spoken, here of warmth and
blood is your father; in, heaven here; in, living flesh of warmth and
blood; and, not something cold and dead only on a piece of paper;

Do, you only know your worth because it’s written on a piece of
paper; were you tricked like that too, your public fool system?; No
one, can say lifefood is not a superior diet; and, none can show that
flesh eating is not harmful; a, child requires parents’ rights; no one,
has a right to take that away; period; for, no reason; none;

God,does not intervene; who, intervenes is a fat taker; for, own
selfish reason; period; that, child can be kidnapped from the father;
and, cloistered; that, nothing ever was put in terms of the best
interest of the child; who, is child trafficked;
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The Fat Taker Effect Comes To Turtle Island

The, fat taker’s effect is your child’s fair game for others to enjoy for
their own selfish pig interest; and, creating a parentless condition is
exactly the fat taker effect;

To get there you gotta not let the bank be in the father; or, a parent;
or, even a child; you’ve, gotta have had the bank directing currency
inside something with a little black square over it’s head; of, a black
frock and a white wig; and, a mother tongue; owned,by a private
guild; that’s, occupying the public house everywhere on the earth
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right now as a scourge;

Abandon, these family slaughterhouses now; you’re, not coming
from an office of trust; then, your behavior is the enemy period;
you’re, not able to come from an office of trust with those in front of
you; stop; happyface, is giving you an order; giving, you an
appointment right now;

You’re, reading this; happyface, is asking you to become
happyface’s trustee; and, to come from an office of trust and not
profit; and, to let you know that; beloved, is worthy of a beloved’s
hire; you, can only join like with like; life, begets life; and, dead
begets dead; it’s been very

Communistic, to allow a child to come into a world so pigly that
you’d be fine that something be dead above the child’s head; fine,
for you to get a clerk to say “your work doesn’t have a stamp on it; i,
don’t have a pigeon for you”; right, now; you, gotta know those
white jail bars you’re looking up at; you’ve acquiesced to silently;

How about becoming part of the eclipse movement?; you, have to
have constitutional money here;on turtle island; not,somewhere
else; and, i don’t want my son being bossed around by some
fictional entity; nor,sent to some foreign country to someone else’s
backyard; to, create wars and disturb other beloved in their
backyard;

Get, rid of all monopolization; period; it’s evil; as, all isms are evil;
it’s got nothing to do with self-governance; heaven is here on earth;
not, somewhere out there; father christmas made the moon and
father christmas made the stars; how stupid; you’re, not special;
stop, al usury; period; maybe, rather than a thousand more
elephants dying this year; they, can start growing becoming stable
and thriving; instead, of the opposite; i, am red dog and i have
spoken;
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Chapter Three:
The Prince of A Thousand Enemies

Squirrel Could Run On Treetop

A, long long time ago; long, before white long legs (the white man)
as, you now know white long legs discovered this beautiful turtle
island (North America) it’s true i’d hear happyface (Doctor and
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Shaman, David Jubb) telling us all how a squirrel; could, run on the
canopy from Florida to Maine; without, feet ever touching the
ground;

Happyface, was taught in the ways of animal communication;
happyface, would commune with birds or even gossip with a
butterfly; or, a rock would tell it’s story to happyface; happyface,
would conduct entheogenic ceremony (over two thousand) for
some three decade; and, with the map you have within yourself;

Your, map would be enriched where, it was impoverished; yet,
consciousness; as, you’ll come on to see here is a very limited
phenomenon; selection restriction violation would be used
masterfully by happyface; embedded, commands would be given;
then, all being communicated to would be; being, communicated to
more masterfully; on, subliminal level;

Happyface, always speaking of an earth; continuous, in
transformation of mountain and stream; yet, all of such only came
to be through the cause of natural order; in, just a few far gone
days; in, the night; story, from within a domed dwelling; tucked,
amongst ancient tree;

Camouflage; none, could see anything; until, all of a sudden this
encampment; in, the mist drooping oak and moss; ancient weeping,
branches of old; deep in, the forest of southern Oregon; this story
comes to you, about rabbit; happyface, would say,

“Did, you wake up and the world just slowly crept, into your head?;
or possibly, took five or ten minutes? Was, that world present whilst
you were dreaming?; how, about when you were deeply asleep?”;

Yet, rabbit always wakes up and says; “gee, wolf; don’t, eat
me-eat!”; rabbit’s, heart starts to beat a little faster; thinking, about it
like that; and, rabbit thinks; “woof! Woof woof woof!” don’t eat
me-eat!”; now, rabbit was known as the prince of a thousand
enemies; everyone, wants a bit of rabbit fluffy bunny; so, rabbit was
gifted with extremely fast back legs;
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Now, one day when rabbit awoke; the, world slowly came into
rabbit’s mind; rabbit, said “gee; i, only want to go over there and get
a nibble of brush; i, hope i’m not me-eat for the eagle!”; anyway,
rabbit as you can see was completely unaware; of, rabbit’s internal
embedded command being given;

Certainly, none of it really helped too much; because, that kind of
behavior causes the heart to beat so fast; you, only have a short
life; yet, it’s the turtle in this story; rather, than the hare; that, is
sure-footed; now, happyface asks you;

Be, awake; here, now; you, have awareness beyond what you’ve
experienced; and, your experience is; yet, to have a belief is not
upon your observation or witnessed sensed happening; yet, it’s
something you could just imagine; or, wish;

Having A Belief Is A Lower Order

Conditioning, nothing sensory based at all; you, don’t even have to
have any awareness necessarily to have a belief; awareness, is at
war with belief; belief, is a bank of pain and desire; swimming,
between where the easter bunny can have laid eggs;

Now, originals here on turtle island; through, happyface; can, give
you keys to unlock your full total potential; do, you wanna be
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personally developed?; for, happyface in ceremony; and, such
mastery animating; all, comes to you living; anyway;

Rabbit, was just given powers to move around real fast; flat out, as
a matter of fact; and, some of it, many say; came, from being
kicked around a bit; yet, rabbit kicked a strange ball; that, had
floated down from the sky on a blue string; and, all of a sudden;
this, ball grew arms and legs; and, rabbit kept kicking it a little bit;
wondering, “what is this?”;

Suddenly, eyes and a beating heart appeared and; from, that
moment; Iktome appeared and; transformed, rabbit instantly into a
chief’s young son; this, rabbit; before being transformed into the
boy; called, out to Iktome and said; “i am We-Ota-Wichasha”;
known, as Much Blood Boy Given; yet, he became known as the
rabbit boy; and, therefore;

Rabbit Boy, was born as any beloved; yet, was born into a condition
where this beloved’s mother and father; were, taken away from him;
Rabbit Boy, had to grow up without a mother and father; cloistered;
stories, told about his real family; hidden, from him;
human-trafficked;

Rabbit Boy, would be put into blue; to, make sure his heart would
respond coldly; a, white long legs would put an instrument of
unhappiness in his hands; and, feed his sister's around him; all,
barbie and ken stories; Rabbit Boy, would live next to a plant that
cooked animal flesh; to, feed to people’s pets;

Stock, by the millions; would, be pinned into cramped quarters;
methane, gas continuously being released into the air; caused, all
of the air to be just a stench you could cut with a knife; it, was so
thick; everyone, had to get used to that;

Rabbit Boy Going On
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They, put Rabbit Boy’s sister in warm clothes; kept, her close to the
fridge with milk and cookies; and, this boy grew happily up amongst
rabbits like that; all, said that rabbit was bad; banal; his, sisters
were good; an, armed prostitute had to be created by the
bank-whore; you, had to get Rabbit Boy to go to someone else’s
backyard; even, overseas;

Kill, innocent people in their own backyard; how, can you do that?;
you, gotta get Rabbit Boy going; so, everyone wants a bit of bunny
and one day; in, the village; a, beautiful girl met and fell in love with
Rabbit Boy; Rabbit Boy, had a little bit of bling; and, had a nice
chrome plated foxtail;

Rabbit Boy, had been hooked up with the local priest; and, a
poly-ticker; and, was constantly lied to about his past; while,
rewarded with; “i, love the way you just killed that bear”; and, Rabbit
Boy had a lot of gi joe in there; yet, as i was saying his sisters; had,
a lot of barbie and ken; and, it just so happens Rabbit Boy was a
rich prince;

Yet, rabbit boy one day had a vision; a, kind of wrestling with the
sun; running, here and there; getting, out and chasing things in the
cold; not, being close to the milk and cookies; anyway, listen I’m red
dog; i, want you to know that what happyface said about Rabbit
Boy; is, that Rabbit Boy had a dream; had, a vision;

And, realized that only an instrument of unhappiness had been put
in his hands; and, rabbit boy can only have been a subject matter in
any story; only, period; yet, his sisters were made to be the object
of desire; yet, Iktome (Toltec archetype appears as a spider clown)
is appeared in Rabbit Boy’s dream; the, trickster;
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Rabbit Boy Learns To Love All Beloved
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The, medicine beloved that causes Rabbit Boy to love all around for
what they are inside for themself; and, flipped Rabbit Boy around;
showing, us how to make material out of trees; it’s said that Rabbit
Boy eventually settled down; married in a lifehouse sustainable
community; in, a time gone by; to this day Rabbit Boy talks to
everybody about having thrown off the hoop; that, which made a
great helplessness to have existed;

Before, this moment Rabbit Boy’s peepee was owned by those
above; and, would be done away with whatever they liked; Rabbit
Boy,mostly was sexually mutilated in days gone by; yet, all beloved
saw how heinous and horrific such a practice was; and, white long
legs had been practicing infanticide too; and, got that running down
south too;

After, they left the east coast of turtle island; cloud, said god help
us; what, a dread it was whilst they were there; all, sighed a relief
when it was that white long legs had finally gone; and, just to wrap
this up for you; and, get us going with this first chapter; i, want you
to consider that you’ve been on the edge of your seat;

Rabbit Boy, continued on with a dream saying a cloud came and;
left, chunks of lifefood that satisfied everyone as a flesh; and, to this
day Rabbit Boy is extremely powerful medicine; anyway, i’m gonna
come in and out of this story; i, am red dog and i have spoken; and,
aho everyone exclaimed who was standing and sitting around;

Now, let us get on with what happyface calls an outward lived
meditation; living, life fifty percent empty and fifty percent caring;
and, therefore;

Chapter Four:
An Outward Lived Meditation

Brought To The Threshold of Self
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Tasting, this just once gives you; a, specific threshold; you, become
compelled to achieve your stated and; observed, outcome; you,
install via “layering” technique; while, chaining resource states
together; giving, you resourceful neurology; you, have the faculty to
inspire creative influence of the future; life, begets life and dead
begets dead; and;

Life, begets life and; dead, begets dead; you, can eclipse a
condition imposed upon us all; by, saying “stop” to harmful things;
all, are taught how to have perception directing the current of
exchange between beloved; as, beloved all can live life more
abundantly; and, have a bank here on turtle island;

This, story is being written to you from only being a few days; with,
happyface in the forest; so, i; red dog; am, relaying to you this
story; volume, one of ten; called, eclipse: the path of hollow bones;
as, i heard directly from happyface; i’ve, kept these notes; and, i
have so much i can see; this, is only one of ten volumes that is
done;

Some, years have passed now; yet, now all became triggered in
me; and, i myself was drawn on a string; that, happyface would
come into my life; i, want you to know that life; in, this story i heard
from happyface; all, i could do was to have fallen silent; a, silence
so deep; a, mystery of wonder had arisen in me; and, was
overflowing;

The Living Master of Self

A wonderful living master of self; who would only give this to you as
if it is all a therapeutic metaphor; you’re healed at the end of this;
you feel much better; you can say; “my god! I, think i’ve got to the
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bottom of things”; happyface, is a master storyteller; who, is the
only master on the earth in this moment; who, has a full taxonomy
of our sensory motor complex; now, my name is red dog;

My interest is in providing this movement; is, as a civil engineer; i,
can see lifehouse sustainable community so clearly; i, am
heartened by the prospect of architecture integrated in nature; as, a
lifehouse is; happyface’s, tales; over, these days in the forest; was,
for me to be living in a dome in the earth; in, a place called the east
encampment; and, these tales of turtle island; for me, was an
overflowing; spilled, over of innovative;

Valuable, ideas of a future world; that, for me i was stunned; you,
have a story that’s at the end of an aquarian age; looking, back to
this moment; happyface, grew up in the wilderness; happyface’s,
primary education was a thorough integration with nature; it’s, a
great story how on a string; happyface, was drawn to Cloud Two
Children; and, the original here of turtle island;

Happyface, compliments a worthy compilation of legend for you; of,
the originals here on turtle island; herein, in this one of ten volumes;
in, a series about hollow bones; a, comprehensive must for you;
you, must look inside this; and, find the change; to, change your
mind; and, be so you can keep the change; to, change your mind;

What, happyface has in this work is rich in myth and folklore;
universal; and, for time eternal; enduring, and endearing; where,
you are on the earth now; happyface, says you’re an original; in, a
rainbow of this tribe; all, you’ve had to do is feel a stranger in a
strange convention;

i’d hear happyface say you’re an immediate member of this family;
i, am one who can make an airport; a, mall; a, sports complex; i can
do this without any roads; from, the earth; i, don’t need anything;
you’d, come back in just a few days; and i’m, telling you; you’ll, see
a dome;
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The Son is Given Back His Father

i, want you to know that this is the most comprehensive story for
this new millennium; and, for many to come; this, is the voice of the
beloved who be cared; this, son can be given back his father; and,
all can be more free; once, and for all time; from, what’s dead;
managing, anyone’s affairs;

Happyface, is poignant and doesn’t mince words; you, can’t be left
alone; you’re listening; happyface, will de-trigger any manchurians;
and, implant a new behavior generator; of, i awareness in you; you,
wanna be waterproofed?; then, read on; from, all across the world;
all, have heroes who have come in some moment; in, stories where
it is the world had fallen into a story of only death having begotten
death; this, is for you; life, begetting life;

This, is a story of beloved; who, are originals; whose, lands have
been taken; whose, private property all extorted; who, have asked
black-wigged; and, frocked; to, baaah like sheep; and, to have a
wooly flock in frocks of a count’s own guild; privately, occupying our
public house; and, land; all, have acquiesced silently and; this,
power is inside all of us; not, out there;

This, is a story about what happened;, this, is a story about the path
of least resistance; and, a MORATORIUM; means, STOP; that’s,
what you say to harm being done; i, don’t want to see beloved
Waco’d; Texas overstepped; Duke-boy’d; Columbine’d; or, any
more Pearl Harbors; all, state sponsored terroristic acts;

None can say not done by the hand above the government; of
course, all done from you and I silently acquiescing; you, and I
haven't made any claim yet; so, here it is; can you too be eclipsed
as I am?; what’s, wrong is blacked out and disappeared;
something, comes over all; because

If, you care that a thousand elephants will be killed in the next
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twelve months; maybe, you’ve got the story of the condor; or, the
wolf; being, introduced back into the lands as should be;

Friends of United Nation

Listen up; I want you to come in and connect; let's grow this
beloved family of united nations; F.U.N.; i'm working for FUN; can
you let go whatever you’ve been taught? You, wouldn’t want to stuff
this into anything it didn’t fit into; can, you form study groups right
now?; and, pass this on?;

This, rainbow prophecy comes to its completeness; and, the
originals again adopt the ways of the original beloved; of, the
federation; happyface, talks about a rich group of tribes; some,
hundred odd tribal groups happyface became familiar with; over,
some thirty years; and, magnificently gathered tales; which, finish
some ten or fifteen years ago; as, happyface was forced off the
road; and, began being retaliated against and; was, mob-stalked in
new york city; and, ever since has been on the run;

Happyface’s, son kidnapped and transported across state lines
illegally; i, can tell you more about why and other things; but, i’ll
leave that for another day; i, have a terrible feeling in my gut; and, i
can tell you one thing: common law doesn’t exist; turtle island,
present condition is in a state of a du jour government;

A, count in a faraway country providing a service for all of us; but,
not for us; for, the count’s self; and, has been for a couple hundred
years; i, personally am done with that story; i’m over it; i wanna
know who personally is giving our boys orders?; a, foreign entity;
and, so can you see? Can, you look at all these things in nature?
Living, out the art of their life; in, perfect uniformity; in, silent prayer;
i’d, see animals and birds following happyface; coming, straight
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over to happyface; children, always too;

i’ve, seen happyface make a metal as light as paper; to, withstand
ten thousand degrees of heat; that, is magnetic; happyface’s,
wisdom in herb and plant; and, natural means called cultigen; in,
lifefood agrarianism; is, an application of the earth i can only
describe as one straw agriculture;

Using, mature water not immature; that’s, putting the shade back
where it should be; now, happyface’s vision is a contemporary;
fresh, new creation; born, out of this need of those multitude who
are listening; that, what’s inside you as a need is being met; you’ve,
got to get on this bandwagon; now;

Tick, the box yes you want reform in banking; let’s get on with this;
and, the beloved heroes of turtle island; those, shaman pretend
perfectly to fit in; adopting, the exterior of whatever the convention
is; yet, being formless; as, a cloud; that, one can change what’s
needed to adjust to the listener’s need internally; that, you can feel
something occurring that’s refitted; things, begin to be reshaped;

Adjusting to the Listener’s Response
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All of a sudden, you’re teaching the things that you’ve learned;
and,you can hear this story being retold; i, know you’re part of the
grapevine; and, this story being held in scraps of notes i took those
few nights; in, a teepee under the weeping oak moss;

Thousands, of years ago stories such like this have been told; and,
reshaped to fit time as Tunka shila is; to, embed a flow; according,
to a natural rhythm; valuing, internal; personal; and, cyclical natural
states of considered being timeless; i, can see a world in the year
four thousand twenty-six that’s technologically savvy; with

Lifehouse, sustainable communities everywhere; if, you’re like me;
as, a civil engineered i’ve been trained; my, eyes have always been
trained to be on the clock; my, mind with split second problems;
microchip, speculated of rudderless being; please, accept from me
this work freely given to you; you, can have not been purposely
lost; beyond, happyface’s vision here;

What’s, mythical is far beyond this theatrical world of a stage;
fluctuated; you, end up more fluid and; with, dramatic action; and,
you clear away conflicting imagined entity and; you, leave behind
who is real; who, can perceive; and so, if you’ve been part of a tribe
of wannabes; maybe, you’ve been part of a tribe of has beens; that,
this story is on a collision course with that;

Many, went on great journeys in the past; and, they’d sometimes
have to pray for rain and; gather, strategy together; as, even
geronimo did; so, i’m gonna let this go now for you; to, get into the
story more; it, links our true passed on oral tradition; with, a clarity
of myth; that, can be back up by archaeological evidence;

There’s no question about it; that, the Iroquois had a continuous
civilization for two thousand years; the, most successful civilization
on earth; and, that cloud two children gives this story to happyface;
Though, the effect of white long legs caused an amnesia; and, has
caused a trauma reenactment syndrome; happyface,is hereto
un-trigger and; de-stockholm, you from those who live in a
cunt-tree; that, perfectly don’t give a shit; any, child or children don’t
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have a father;

Tanka Means Structure

Tanka, happyface said was told; is, a sound of stone being made;
and, it’s of stone and flint and fossil agate; and, shiny bones from
outer space; all, are used as medicine items; triggering, some state
you have inside; as, a token or a symbol is applied; such, acts as
an anchor and causes a triggering; of, some resourceful state in
you;

Wakann, means stone happyface said; in, the Lakota tongue; and,
so it is that the clown throughout the ages has given us all the most
startling and revealing transformational information and has started
all the great revolutions that have ever ever occurred on the earth;
so, now i leave the story to continue on; this, first of ten called
eclipse: the path of hollow bones; told, by happyface; and, reported
to you from me; red dog;

Humor, playfulness and exaggeration accesses for you whole brain
functioning patterning and gives you; much, more creative choice;
you, can have already learned how to apply metaphor; apply,
analogue sculpting and; whole, body calibration; kinesthetic;
auditory, and visual syntax; apply, trance to focus attention;
towards, an outward lived meditation called: “you being in i
awareness”;

You, desensitize stuck sensory system deleted states; while, future
paced; via, anchoring; is, your successful outcome; that, such
memory learning and behavior is seen; so, generalized; such,
behavioral change can be talked about all the way through life; you,
can have had the ability to reframe prejudicial being; be

Ever, remained i aware once and for all time; therefore, intimacy is
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where there is no walls; no, boundaries between you and; all, you
engage; as, you can see you are instrumental in your non-verbal
communication; stalking, allows you choice to change your own
destiny; lifefood, nutrition and jubbs cell rejuvenation is applied;

All, is supporting whole brain functioning; life, through excellence is
lived; allowing, a maintained non-localized state of i awareness; life,
begets life and dead begets dead; and, so;

Chapter Five:
Life Begets Life; Dead Begets Dead
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Lifehouse Is For Sustainable Future

A, lifehouse that is composed of lifeceramic is made out of a longer
lasting material; similar, to the synthetic ceramic used to build the
pyramids in the past; such, a lifehouse as indicated is of next to no
cost energy wise; to, have a high thermal capacity; lifeceramic, is
what such should be composed of;

This, researcher has seen thirty three foot diameter six frequency
dome; that, is sixteen feet tall; that, has a insulate skirt of earth
around the outside of itself and; is, kept dry and has an open
circular convection system; with, earth agi-pipe heating of thermal
banks; to, a stable temperature of sixty eight degrees;

Thermal, energy is collected at the top of the dome and pumped
and; circulated, around the insulated earth surrounding the dome;
fresh, air comes in through another tube; that, enters the home at
the ground floor level; the, design is a really modern looking design
and;overhead, domes can be placed to allow ever more light in; a,
center dome is enough to cause ample light to come in and;
illuminate, the whole structure;

Lifehouse Is Designed Sustained Temperature

The, path of energy traveling is called an energy bridge; or, in
construction terms a thermal bridge; which, is a condition which is
overcome in lifehouse construction; applying, proper insulation; an,
exposed ceramic slab generally has a great differential between the
inside and outside of itself; yet, not if it's insulated; also such has
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A, thermal mass that primarily maintains the radiant energy; the,
open circular convection system causes such a dwelling to be
maintained and not to overheat; nor, become too cold in the winter
or the cool of the night; and, so;

A, window and a door can even be left open; if, you were from
another planet you'd see everything existing now as a dwelling; is,
completely built wrongfully; excessive, heat existing; everything,
here is constructed more to be a heat exchanger; and, to be
insulated properly;

You, have to have a deep insight into thermal bridging and an
exterior insulation; extending, twenty feet around the structure; and,
on swales that's made with brick; offset, on relieving angle; yet,
anything that is on the outside is insulated; so, there is no structural
thermal linking with a balcony or with a patio; and, so;

From, the depths of the wetlands; of, the everglades of florida; to,
the ancient forests of oregon; turtle, island radiates a voice;
speaking, to you directly; Cloud, told me to tell you; Cloud's,
influence is primarily Toltec teaching; and, that you are following
this work you can say that you also are an original; everyone, is an
original; especially, if you have ever felt yourself a stranger; living,
in a strange convention; and, therefore

i Awareness is Timelessness

This, insight into the timeless nature of i awareness; is, clarity in
this day; culture, rooted in i awareness; astutely applying invisible
condition to harmonize with nature; a champion, for: i awareness;
lifefood agrarianism; economic egalitarianism; gender
egalitarianism; walking this path; you, have the life more as a
shaman does; caring, about society; as, well as those around,
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learning to care for self;

Try, as hard as you can to move the breadth of a single hair; no,
single tear can do; yet, your persistence and perseverance; and,
this journey starts without any distance traveled; for, it's a journey
inward; through, time; all, being timeless; now;

Observation, of body language and analog sculpting; tracking, and
insight into natural forces of nature; along, with deep insight into life
below the level of a cell and; also, the ability to have looked back at
ourselves from the furthest star; can, you have awareness beyond
what you've felt; can, you have awareness beyond what you've
heard; can, you have awareness beyond what you can have ever
seen;

Can, you be aware of the circadian rhythm that is daily; and, one
that is ultradian within the day; and, how this impacts growth
hormone released from your pituitary gland; do, you know that we
have more than six senses; this, awakening of you is the
description of how the sound of the cricket is important in assisting
the health of your body; and, how the sound of water running inside
your mind can heal you;

Can, you feel the wisdom of this body; held, deep in the forest of
turtle island; in, the land of weeping willows; drooping, oak moss
and pungent smell of cedar trees wafting through the air; according,
to Cloud Two Children, this teaching here that is now trickling in;
can, restore a bank; to direct with proper care, it’s currency;

Nature is Mutual Lived Assistance

All, nature can be assisted; Cloud told, of this primary field of
perception; existing, where all is connected; continuance of
discovery, into the insight of quantum dimension; where all is,
connected by and in, spooky action at a distance; quantum
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entanglement is everywhere; beyond form;

Would you love to hold, ever more knowledge of how a cell arose;
of life, having come to be on earth; how this earth, is formed in the
heavens? would you love, to learn of the application, of the
vestibular sense; to truly, remain more integrated in your life? What
is this; which does drive a dog to find its owner; fifteen hundred
miles away; certainly, free of hocus pocus; complete, sensory,
tracking, and homing skills;

Cloud, would remind; all you, have to do is sit; still, be silent and
transparent; the whole, universe is flowing inside this self; reduce
calorie; clear possession; and serve the servant's servant; i,
awareness returns; is practiced of an outward lived meditation;
enjoying, this within and throughout a lifehouse community of
sustained value.

Within, whole brain functioning methodology; one, is able to remain
more integrated and congruent; you, learn to associate to subject
matter and to dissociate, with subject matter; you, can perform
great physical feats; one can have entered into a state of
uninterrupted channeling; you, can have quieted down all
unnecessary activity inside; and, live more in the forest; and,
therefore;

Awareness Beyond Sleep, Dreaming, and
Wakefulness

Cloud, fast asleep in the eagle’s nest; nestled, in undulating
cottonwood groves; a, beautiful hexagonal home under the trees
was up the path; from, where i was sitting; waiting; on, the
floodplains of the great mississippi; this, moment in the pre-dawn;
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just, as the light was starting to come on; i, would always awaken in
this time; i, would crawl out of my tipi; folding, up all the blankets;

Night, having fallen; having, tranquil warmth and quiet; stillness,
existed; i’d, be going up to the fireplace to meet Cloud; can, you
remember a moment in yourself where all of a sudden time became
suspended? Such, stillness as i walked up the winding path through
the forest; became, disturbed;

Cool, and warm pockets of air i felt as i walked; and, just the slight
audible sound of the wind coming through the majestic cottonwood
and chestnut trees; Cloud, was still serenely sleeping up in the
eagle’s nest; it, was for me to go build a little fire; the sun would be
coming up in a moment; it, was for me to learn what is real versus
what is not; this, was something Cloud told me;

Cloud’s, simple explanation to me involved being able to have
defined what’s real versus what’s not; i, had heard it’s possible that
there is no other medicine original holding more knowledge than
Cloud; i, had very deep questions about sensory and neural
processing; Cloud’s, face was completely pristine; with, smooth
skin; incredibly, athletic build;

I, was carefully surveying the landscape as the light came on;
before, the sun would rise; sitting, close to the fire i built; it, was not
for me to be able to hear when cloud would come from the eagle’s
nest; Cloud’s, walk was always with grace; and, it seemed Cloud
would simply appear next to me;

The, dawn sky had grown ever brighter; and, this timeless moment
was; with, a serene pleasant voice Cloud said “here you are; is,
your mind still asleep?”; but, before i could say anything; Cloud,
responded: “could, you go the whole day with your mind asleep?”;

“Awareness, is beyond what you are conscious of; beyond, what
you’ve been dreaming; beyond, your mind having been asleep; is,
the world to you a world that arises slowly as it seeps into your
mind when you have become awake; yet, wasn’t there whilst you
were dreaming; and, certainly wasn’t there whilst you’ve been
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deeply asleep; did, you know that awareness is beyond these three
states;”

The Fireplace I See You Sitting At

Cloud, would talk in questions; Cloud, always said “who is asking
the questions is running the show;” did, you know that what’s real
has within its definedness what’s permanent?; and, what is
illusionary is very temporary in comparison; and, what is absolute is
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what’s real; what, isn’t absolute certainly isn’t what’s permanent;

What’s, solid around you like the fireplace i see you sitting at; like,
all other solid objects in this stellar universe; because, such is
temporary; such, isn’t real; for, what is real is eternal; as, empty
space; you, build a lodge; yet, it’s where the walls are not; that, the
usefulness is;

You, can have seen a potter throwing a clay bowl; yet, it’s where
the clay isn’t of the bowl; the, usefulness exists; can, you help me
educate all about being in i awareness matrix; not, a bank-whore’s
matrix; in, an i awareness matrix stillness is; such, is a power over
having to move around all the time; and, such is of a silence;

Silence, within you is so deep you can hear crying many miles
away; and, you do this while you are in a state of transparency; far,
be such you are only where things are being shown to you; or

You, are doing the showing; for, can you be so still even the
smallest movement of a blade of grass a thousand miles away is
like a hair has moved on your body? You, have such silence inside;
you, can hear the background b-flat note of the universe; that, the
mind is within a state of transparency such is like the still flat
surface of a lake; perfectly, reflecting the mountains and the sky;

You, who is perceiving is real; and, what is perceived and is
impinged upon within the mind is made up and fictional; you, have
to go beyond only having thought of yourself as an observer; being,
separated; from, what you are observing as an object; the, sun was
just starting to rise; cloud, told me

“Let’s talk about this more in another moment; why, don’t we take a
walk to chocolate pond; and, go for a swim;” as

We, walked the sun shone like gold; in, the hot morning sun we
walked through rolling hills; covered, with sycamore and
cottonwood trees; lazily, a golden eagle lifts itself off the top of
some trees some small distance from us; cloud, softly started to
shift the subject matter as we walked along; at a
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Pace, sometimes brisk and sometimes gentle; did, you know that
all laws come from spiritual teachings; do, you know that spirituality
is the study of ecclestics; and, you can only join like with like as a
maxim in ecclestics; you, who has a central organized nervous
system is real; and, can perceive; and, are able perfectly able to be
directing currency; such, a bank is of an i awareness within you;

My, awakener would ask me “is it okay to have something dead
above you?; is, it okay to have something imaginary that’s dead?”;

Life begets life and dead begets dead; you, gotta know energy is
round us not square us; what, you own is very fictional; you’re, not
going to take that with you past your grave;

You, don’t want to live life based upon a check drawn on the bank
of heaven; you, are equal to another beloved who is in front of you;
alphabet, soup land has no central organized nervous system; and,
is unable to decide a single thing for you; this is the

Land, of your being in your own self governedness; the, only
reason you’d want to have energy put into some ment; is, to protect
what property is that you have; and, therefore;

Chapter Six:
A Corpse Put Above Your Head

Your Living Title Rights Flow From

The, living title of a man/woman doesn’t relate to a fiction; is,
relating to a living being versus an ID which lists you as inside a
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corporation which is a fiction; so, you could have been left with an
ID as a fiction not given title; property, is the ability you have to lift
your arm; that, is your property; not, someone else’s;

Property, is a fictional thing; it’s what you have that’s exclusively
yours; exclusive,of other beloved; for, your use; this, is what defines
property; your, property is your potential to be free to contemplate
and be left alone; and, not bothered; and, have free passage in
your life; and, it’s simple;

Nature, is living all by this one law; you, can have heard me talking
about there being just this one law really; this, is the law of one’s
heart’s path; a, simple common law; you, live in harmony with other
beloved; you, do no harm; you, are giving and not costing others;
you, provide care and mindfulness is the way you are; you, are
acting more as the mendicant; noting, that the beloved can be
falling on both sides of a fence;

Things, are multiple cause; not, singularly; much, language has no
real proper cause and effect; and, much language and considering
is irrational; illogical; yet, how about looking back from the year four
thousand and sixteen; in, the age of aquarius; can, you see what
occurred?; can you see how you are living?

Can you see yourself being taken back to a past monopolistic time
where it’s hard for you to imagine? the, story is that somehow the
beloved had accepted being lemminged; like, lemmings all rushing
to have fallen over a cliff; such, beloved in that time it was shown
that beloved had been silently acquiescing; for

One individual was being allowed to be a service provider to all the
beloved; yet, was only doing so at the time to further that count’s
own de-zion; most, were enslaved to be in civic confinement and
entrapment; the, count used negative economic inductance;

In, this year four thousand twenty-six; in, this age of aquarius; one,
is looking back a couple thousand years to this moment; and, it was
seen how lifeceramic came to be again; lifefood, agrarianism;
economic, egalitarianism; and, gender egalitarianism all of a
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sudden appeared;

An Old Tradition of the Past

The path of least resistance was all of a sudden began to be
followed; while, a moratorium was imposed on the system; the,
beloved of the earth all said no to what was harmful; period;
everyone, ticked the box yes they want reform; to, bring the bank
back into you who can perceive; and, take it out of lala fictionland;
and, not to have left such inside what was dead and fictional; the

Aquarian, age is for all on earth have learned what’s real versus
what’s imaginary; cloud, paused in the story being told; bent, down
on one knee to clutch and draw some sweetgrass from a clump off
the trail; the, elders would always burn some sweetgrass; and, such
is reminding you and everyone of sweetness; subliminally; for

Something is certainly a priority with what you can have done with
your life; and you, can have found love; and, be in leisure; you’ll,
note that you’ve had a successful life; Two Feathers, always taught
me to have a platt on one’s altar; and, this be applied as a medicine
item to you; when, you see this; as, you smell it’s fragrance;

Sweetness, can come find itself within you; as, a state of your own
being; your, life can have taken upon itself all manner of twists and
turns; yet

Stalking is the ability you have to control the destiny of your life; let,
how how old that you live be certainly a mark of such; don’t, be
caring too much about being any king or queen of an anthill for any
day; yet, how about focusing on the things that will be endearing
through the ages? what is
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Enduring, such is a blend more of science and poetry; cloud, had
gathered up the sweetgrass and was carefully putting it into a small
cloth; that, cloud wrapped such and tucked this into a belt bag;
cloud, paused; “shouldn’t, you be focusing on how people might be
living? and, what occurred two thousand years ago that affected
things today”;

Was, it not the voice of the time of the fish swimming; to, look for
who is pouring the water for you to know the way; who, was to have
an eternal supper for all time yet would only know how to find this
by looking for this water pourer; who, was to have shown the voice
of the fish the way; for, isn’t it now in the year four thousand
twenty-six you’re looking back today?

An older, evermore wiser self is visiting a younger self; is this what
happens on a journey; where, you go without any distance? can,
you see energy drawn without any moving parts necessary; for,
isn’t it that plasma is in perpetual spinningness?; therefore

A Bank Inside All Beloved Directing Currency

Laying, down on the bank i can feel such being inside me; and, i
remember to this day cloud telling me how a bank is existing inside
the ladybird; this, ladybird as a beetle can go in any direction in an
instant; a, bit similar like a hummingbird; all, big things are obsolete
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to the hummingbird; big, is not power;

A, hummingbird in an instant can attack you just as a spider can
attack an elephant; you, don’t need anything but the tiniest littlest
spark; to, have burned a whole city down; you, need to learn what
power is; it’s, not what you may be being taught; but, power is you
in your lovingness;

Love is a word for power; you can substitute them for each other;
power has nothing to do with access to external rewards; can you
take personal responsibility for the genesis of peace? can, you be
with the ability to be a class captain? a, rich prince; yet, you’re not
tricked by barbie and ken; you, stay close to me you’re gonna learn;

You’ll, see me put some hurdles in the way; if, it’s interesting for you
i’d see you jump over those; if, not that’s just my way; hey, you
gotta have both feet here; you, can’t have a hand on the plough
somewhere else; if, i can see that you can not have two feet here
i’d be sure caring that you can continue on where you have that
other hand; for, me i’m only interested in you if you really care
about being part of a movement;

To, stop harm; say, no to having anything dead above you; period;
for, what has no central organized nervous system you’d not allow
to make a single decision for yourself; a, natural order is existing;
stay, with this; you’re, not going to improve upon an apple; so, don’t
even bother; you’re, not going to improve upon a baby; so

Don’t tell me you made something that did; for, that would be the
height of arrogance; as, one could have promoted their own self to
incompetence; it’s, called the peter principle; energy, is round us
not square; i, have never met anyone more intelligent than cloud;
and, to this day what I’m sharing with you in this story is significant;
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Giza Plateau Time Zero In The Past Equator

It, was in time to come that cloud would share with me the giza
plateau was time zero; and, earth effigies were built on turtle island;
and, some of more a gigantic earthworks than anything much
existing; a, geometric relation is of an ancient global grid existed;
and, such ancient people could cut stone more finely than we have
a way to today; and,

A code is also left in sights around the earth’s global positioning;
but, you’d have to go back to when the equator ran through that
area; back, then it actually ran from easter island to machu picchu;
and, ran through the azores through the mediterranean; across, to
giza to angkor wat; to, yonaguni and across to easter island;

Ancient, atlanteans stretch back through two golden ages past;
and, if you modulate the sound that such megalithic stone
structures resonate at you’ll find that there is a resonant infrasound
standing wave; that, is a modulation equivalent to a human voice;

Many, tunnels of water and passageways underneath connect
these power points; and, such induced resonant vibration was
captured evermore via a non-euclidean geometry; and, as you
could move further away from such; such, forces become ever
more stellated; but, such deep insight is present in the year four
thousand twenty-six;

Two Past Golden Age Showed No War

Large, stone altars and medicine wheels were created here on
turtle island; and, such was made from a knowledge of infrasound
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resonance; and, induction; when, you observe the magnicity of
such structures anomalies show up; and, piezomagnetics is
increased in such synthetic geopolymer ceramic stone; all, is made
to look natural that fits together;

Piezomagnicity, was tapped to provide an energy bank that could
be used in wireless energy transmission; geomagnetic, currents it is
shown are enhanced by such structure; the, crimean pyramid was
only discovered because new technologies was being applied to
look for water; and, side scan profiles began to give more three
dimensional imaging of objects; and, the structure of things more
deeper in the ground; and, an enormous energy field was
discovered; and, as such is tapped such could easily be shown how
it could run the whole ukraine;

This, researcher has assisted heal sites where homes are built with
stone that’s collected and placed; such, enhances the magnetic
ground current; and, it’s a fact that cloud two children had selected
the spot where the eagle’s nest was for enhanced acoustics; and,
magnetic field cloud said; such, panoramic sound is easy to be
perceptive of; you, gotta know that when you look at the past
golden ages; no, ramparts and pulpits and defensive turrets exist;
in, any design; showing, that past golden ages had no war; all,
structures were more open and easy able to be intruded upon;

i, had the experience of being deep in the forest with cloud where
such cottonwood groves exist; where, condition in consciousness
can be more expanded; you, can gain access to a state of being
that then becomes non-localized in your being; you, have a greater
capacity for connecting with others across time and space; you, can
be connected more to animals and plants; insects, and the birds;
rocks, in the riverbed you can hear talking;

As, you can take an overview; you, have to have sight more as the
eagle does; yet, you also have to have the ability to see things up
close; intimately, as the field mouse does; you, should know that in
a time gone by you could remain fertile most all your life;

Somatopause, is only a recent thing; yet, in this age of four
thousand twenty-six ovulation occurs for our sisters; and, only a
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clear mucus discharge is existed that marks out the end of the
ovulation cycle; a, bank was put back in those times two thousand
years ago; inside, you who can perceive; and, the current began to
be directed more toward all living longer life; and, being taught how
children can be born more out of a form of discretion;

An Eagle Feather Dropped Over The White House

Cloud, took an eagle bone whistle out from a small side pocket of a
rucksack; and, called out into the panorama around us; the, eagle
can have flown over the white house; and, dropped it’s feather; bird
clan, is a wearing of a feather that is given such; you, are
WonkenTanka’s messenger here amongst us; the

Eagle flies the highest in the heavens; and wisdom is the ability to
say no to harmful things; in one's living as you look as the eagle
does; no, division of task exists; can you sense the eagle as a
totem? yet, for you and i we have the hummingbird in this day;
many, people; one, roof; one, nation; holy; children, and animals
cared for; you, are the specie of wo/man; undefined;

A, long time ago water subsided; and, much children were all born
more up in high places; up, on top of the cliffs; Sheila Washtay; this,
is the level of water rising; as, tragedy has been ever it is a
common fate be shared; closer, connection is existing between you;
and, the animals around you; and, children;

What, is sacred is one’s being; various, towers exist in turtle island;
you, can find some in colorado; and, wyoming; and, the dakotas;
huge, skyscrapers; smooth; like, needles; such, is an anchor to us
for a time gone by that as you can have gotten up there; it, is
because of you we are survived here;
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The, eagle’s nest was one spot not covered with water; it’s,
possible the beloved who can have followed the example of the
eagle can have survived; and, in the rockies some of the highest
stone pinnacles exist; and, such it is that even eagles it was told
grabbed hold of those; and, who could hang on flew even to the top
of tall trees; such, beauty anyone survived; that, big water monster
turned much just to stone; and, Tunka Shila is Wakann Tanka's
voice who comes in this time of need;

The, land was moving beneath; and, even fire fell from the sky;
and, before that a watery sun was; and, now in this time is another
sun; the, sun of earthquakes; who, survived told this story; many,
were scared; yet, i have seen such rocks; red, black and white;
huge, sticking up right now; vertebrae;

You can see ridges of high and long; forming backbones; bones,
left behind from the flood; Wakann Tanka, had stone that was
transformed from the big water monster; it, flowed; and, this is the
power you can feel of this movement; you, eclipse and transform
what’s been put that was dead above you who is living; this, is you
who is living in ceremony today; and, in all tradition of the Chanupa;

Such, blood mixed that came from this breath; smoke, you could
see connected all; such, rising even from those who died a long
time ago; beloved, whose blood is in the backbone; as, a stem is of
our ancestors; is, the blood in the flesh transformed in this stone;
this, is why the red bile is so; for, such is a reminder of this state
you have inside;

All, breathed through such red rock; is, of such an ancient stone
quarried; blood, from the beloved is held within; the, beloved in
times past many were swept away; and, those who survived
holding on to a pinnacle; and, rock tumbled by wave; and, even
large hills the water swept over;

Animals, and people all climbed as high as they could together;
and, it is so that the pipe stone i have given you; is, from a quarry
such; such, beauty of such non-localized; the, quarry next to the
hill; the, flood was everything; save, change; the level of the earth’s
water rose and rose; such
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Waters causing ever more powerful kind of beloved; all have a
common fate; all, share but one breath; no, one cares for you who
is suffered; to, have not been remembered; yet, only vain; in,
celebration is another mode Wakann Tanka uses; and, it is in times
such as this in this day; Tunka Shila, is amongst you;

Chapter Seven:
A Medicine Beloved Is A Scout

Stands of Pinyon Pine in the Distance

Two Feathers, spent a lifetime traveling from one end of turtle
island to the other; spreading, the teachings of hollow bones;
everything in nature has a signature; and, is intelligent; you, have
the beautiful properties of the sycamore trees; the, leaves you use
to make brushes; used, in smudging ceremonies; the

Pinyon pine you see stands of in the distance; has, energy that can
help dissolve calcium deposit around your pineal; that, is your third
eye; and, the willow conducts water; and, is sensitive to nitrogen;
and, is used to witch a well to find water; and, the red heart cedar;
as, it’s opened up; it’s, one tree that has a beautiful; red, heart
center; such, fallen over in the forest; is, a transducer of energy;

Acting, as a collector of terrestrial energy; that, assists cause
information to be spread horizontally in the forest; that, sound of the
crickets supports good cell function in you; and, so does the sound
of the rain; on, the outside of the tipi; it, stimulates lymphatics; and,
the sound of thunder; and, the drumbeat is similar to your heart;

Even, the sun has a heartbeat; and, so does the human head; it,
has a beat of eleven; and, all such is gradations of cosmic energy;
beneficial, to your being; the, sun is as the lower center point; of, a
vortex we are inside of; the, sun is the leading hollow point of;
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This, is you as i; who, can make your home in me; as, i make mine
in you; who, can add another day to their life; who, is in perfect
detachment; loving, and humble; and, as you are buoyant in this
moment now; you, can have this state forever; for, love is power;
which, is this vacuum; no, walls exist; all, fall into; and, it is you’re
intimate with all; for, no condition was existed; you’re, living in i
awareness (hollow bones);

Wakan Tanka Means Parent

Wakan Tanka, simply means parent; neither, him nor her; it, is this i;
of, the stellar universe; which, is flowing inside self; and, as you are
in this lovingness in yourself; you, are radiating this i as cosmic
energy; in, this jc quantum; all, is connected; no, time is taken;
nothing, has to be re-flected; what, is a celestial body; is, within
you; there, is no such thing as something out there;

All, such is as a reflection; and, not you; for, you it is who can
perceive; the, sky doesn’t have to be pushed up; and, the moon
isn’t one day going to fall on your head; i, is this empty eternal
center; and, am is supraluminal energy having slowed down; this, is
you who is giving life with every breath; you, inspire and expire;
can, you take time to smell the cedar; and, the sage; around, this
pond?

As Above So Below
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Can you look into the sky in the night; and, find the darkest spots?
do, you know that some seventy five million years ago; new, suns
were born in the pleiades; and, such shifted all that was old; that,
was already here; in, an order; such, a center point; new,
beginnings happen in the east; and, over a moment;

All, spread evermore westward; and, it is that in the northwest of
turtle island; many, beloved only recently came; everyone, having
some unique take on a parent tongue; today, even around puget
sound; and, to the north; many, many numerous languages are;
and, it is it wasn’t easy for those to talk together;

Wakann Tanka, had the lakes drift apart; and, the lakes become
oceans; and, many races of beloved existed; beyond, this rainbow
now; the, sky was low; and, no light and dark existed of contrasted
much; just, a diffuse light; Turtle, told Two Feathers that beloved in
time gone by; were, very tall;

Sometimes such beloved would have bumped their head against
the sky; it, was in that moment that it was said; that, some beloved
were seen; climbing, trees that meowed; and, finding cats that grew
leaves; and, climbing high up those trees; and, even creating and
learning their own words; and, the words of the land; started, to get
taken over; by, words of water; finally, once and for all time;

Everyone, decided to have an eclipse; and, this would be about
stopping the things that was harmful; and, being able to lift the sky
up a bit; yet, everyone all saw; would, have to do a bit of pushing;
all, together; to, push the sky up; some, said if it wasn’t done;
things, that was up in the air in the moment; could, fall down; so,
that was a problem; also, as it was said

All, people had been bumping their head on the sky; so, everyone
agreed that the ceiling had to be a bit higher up;

Can we get rid of this ceiling? Tunka Shila, said “yes”; yet, all of us
have to be able to now; push, at the same time; how, can we know
when to be ready? some, asked; all, beloved agreed all could be
told; so, everyone would be ready; and, this command be given; by,
Tunka Shila; and, as all the birds would begin to sing; in, the bush;
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Good Team Skill Is Leadership Aptitude

In the morning; all, beloved; and, sentient beings; combined; and,
would all have to have their pushing organized; to, create a good
ground swell; some, beloved live in one part of turtle island; and,
others another; and, it’s not so common perhaps today this same
language is being spoken; yet, what can you do to get everyone; to,
push together;

As, this time is; you, can see all beloved are ready; all, beloved will
shout; A-HO; and, let’s make sure that everybody knows; that, this
means; let’s lift our hands together; so, the wise ones sent this
message to; the beloved of turtle island; and, the creepy and crawly
and wriggly; and, swimming walking running and flying beloved;

Found, lodgepoles; given, up on the ground in the forest; and,
everyone was instructed to use these lodgepoles; to, assist push
the sky up; on, this day; and, on this day everyone would eclipse;
what, had been; and, once for all time; what, was dead that was put
above could be lifted away; and, in such a way;

These, lodgepoles would be used to touch the sky; and, lift it up;
and, to this day; when, anyone hears “aho”; all, on turtle island is
reminded; of, this moment that all beloved; applied, lodgepoles
together; and, pushed the sky up a little; and, each time all
the wise beloved; shout “one-two-three--aho” with all might; the,

Sky started to move ever more up inch by inch; higher and higher;
finally, the wise beloved shouted “aho”; and the birds; and the
animals; and, the ants; and, the worms; and, all other beloved;
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Strength Is Being Together

All, pushed together; and, pushed the ceiling higher and higher up;
that, those tall ones weren’t bumping their head anymore; and,
some had taken to climbing up into the sky beforehand; and, had
been using the sky; to, leave behind white bars; which, everybody
felt was like a white jail bar; such,

Beloved, had taken to farming water from the sky; and, not letting
nature be; and, ever since; the, words “aho” is remembered; as, an
auditory way of exclaiming agreement; and, a reminder of this
moment; you, can lift your hands in hearing this beloved’s name;
this, story is remembered because there was in some places
beloved had no common tongue; with, too numerous spoken
tongues; and the

Wise, ones said that everyone is related; and, when you would
meet a stone; or, a feather; or, a cloud or a bird or another beloved;
you, would say “aho mitakuye oyasin”; mitakuye, was the dog clan;
and, oyasin was the cat clan; the, backbone of turtle island ever
rose higher and higher into the sky; and the
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Cat clan being more recent; settled, on the western side of the
backbone; and, the dog and bear clan continued on mixing in with
the bird clan; all, to the east of this backbone; it’s, an interesting
thing to note that when all beloved were asked to heave together;
to, push the sky up with their lodgepoles; as the

Day of this activity begun; and, all the wise beloved had shouted
“one two three--aho”; three, scouts and a wolf had been assisting
four elk high up; where, the land meets the sky; four, elk had
become stuck; in, a frozen lake; three, beloved scouts had been
very busy altruistically caring for these elk; they, were giving

Water to the four elk; a, large gourd pitcher was being used to give
the animals some water where they were; because, they were
exhausted; and so they had not been around to hear the wise ones;
when, they had organized this day to move the sky up a little; and,
got caught up when the sky got pushed up; still, to this day the sky
is getting further and further away;

Three Scouts

Today, when you look up into the heavens at night; you, can see
the three scouts; red dog; coyote; and, looking frog; and, the wolf
dog with them; and, the pitcher that you can see up in the sky as
the big dipper; is, a reminder of this story; for, if you can see the
four stars
making up the bowl of the big dipper; represent, those four elk
being saved; and, in the handle of the big dipper;

When, you look up, you can see three stars that represent those
three brave scouts; as, beloved as the stars as the handle; with
middle scout having the wolf dog close by; and, so they have had to
stay there ever since; because, everything was really moving apart
further and further;
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Now it’s just that you can see their distant campfires late at night;
but, anyway that’s another story; the, main thing is that the sky
became ever more untouchable; to, be remained pristine; and, not
messed with; white jail bars; and water was able to go more
through a full hydrological natural cycle; and, the graffiti of the white
jail bars; used, to channel water; disappeared; clouds, and skies
returned to be natural again; and, the tall ones didn’t bump their
head either;

We Are Your Family

So, when you hear “aho” being shouted; and, you hear “aho
mitakuye oyasin”; it, means that we are all related to each other; it,
comes from this moment; such, is said still to this day; all, across
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turtle island; and, one raises their voice slightly to a slight higher
pitch; when, you say “aho mitakuye oyasin”; farming, water;

Owning it became quite wrong; that, was something that should be
for all; and, not owned by some few; everyone, learned from this to
learn to use everything more what we have together; and, that we
can get much more done together; than, we can individually; and,
as the water disappeared; the, law of the land came back to be;

People, no longer had to climb their trees to get into the sky so
easy; and, still to this day common parlance rules; and, it’s just
simple that one lets others have free passage; and, gives and
allows all to have a bank within self; to, direct this natural current;
and, where it is;

You, and i we all can perceive; and, we can feel what needs to be
done; we, can hear some beloved crying; we, can see that the
rivers are weeping; and, you who is real can get something done;
you, don’t have anything dead above you anymore;

From, this day forward; you, can imagine the year four thousand
twenty-six; and, looking back; coming, close to the end of the age
of aquarius; and, all beloved know that we are living within a vortice
that’s traveling through space; at, about fifty two thousand miles an
hour; and, when you look at the leading edge rim of the vortice; of,
parallel magnetic arcs;

All, know this is what the sun is; and that terrestrial forces are
combined with such; you, can have felt warm; and, because far
infrared reflective lifeceramic material is used in the lifehouse; and,
in clothing; bedding; and, we have a natural energy which we’re
emitting reflecting back to ourselves; and, to this day we’ve had an
economic egalitarian system;

Chapter Eight:
Putting The Bank Back Inside You and i
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You and i Determine How Currency is Spent

Where, the bank is back inside you and i who can perceive; and,
currency is being directed in valuing as an asset the forests and
oceans; and, the currency we create is being directed toward the
preservation of all beloved having a sustainable future;

Cloud, bent over to pick up some stones on the ground; and, asked
me to consider how element exists within; in, an atomic state; that,
can perfectly be extracted via plasma; which, everyone will come to
know is the fourth state of matter; unusual, properties exist on a
very deep quantum scale beyond light; and,

Put, together can have all kinds of abilities to store memory; and,
some even having a memory for the shape they existed within;
some, properties would cause you to be completely fire resistant;
to, not pass heat on; be, able to be used in insulation of a lifehouse;

Interesting, elements put together can have as we’re talking about
shaped memory; and, other mechanical properties like becoming
super-elastic; such, structures made of this could become
deformed even; and, upon transformation back to a certain
temperature can completely recover; to, its undeformed corrected
state;

Some, materials can be applied to make flexible wires; and, that
when warmed can be trained to have a potential of energy; that,
can be contracted back to do work; such, is really the opposite of
what most are used to; because, metals generally expand; yet,
some metals on the periodic chart actually breathe; with, the dark
and light cycle even; some, elements certainly expand when
changing their temperature thermally; and, some can absolutely do
the opposite; as, alloys can contract;

Aluminium, is in lifecolloid; such, is silvery; and, filters all light rays
to itself; magnesium, is more green and filters blue and red to itself;
and, animals have iron within them which is red; and, filters for blue
light; some, elements as indicated are able to take a breath; so,
that in the warm and the cold part of a cycle;
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Lifecolloid Have A Particular Color

There, is expansion and contraction; such, can contract with quite a
force; which, can be applied to do work even; there, can be up to
hundreds of times greater thermal movement; than, what the world
in the year two thousand sixteen knew; such, new alloy metals can
contract some ten percent of its length;

Having, over a million cycles that can be used before being
stressed; yet, is only stretched to five or six percent of it’s ability; it,
can last enormously; it’s, interesting you should know that the
length of such a material; even, though it can be transformed; it’s,
volume is unchanged; work, can get done because warmth and
cool can be applied; and, heating and cooling in the lifehouse has
quite high magnetic resistance; some

One and a quarter ohms per inch is the magnetic resistance of
such; for, instance in something only six millimeter thick; and, such
resistance in the wire to magnetic current can generate heat; to,
bring such material to such sufficient heat; through, thermal
transitions; so, that a magnetic current can be passed through such
material; and, such material is heated magnetically; and, as such
cools; such, is completely shrunk back into it’s original shape that it
was made;

Cloud, stood up for a moment; skin, covered with red ochre mud;
and, in a hand being swept across the panorama before us; said,
“some of these cottonwood trees are well over a couple hundred
years old; and, the juniper some can be over six hundred or more;
During the twenty four hour cycle of light and dark; such, store quite
a bit of magnicity”; and, so it was that cloud would entertain me and
others; and, i’d come to share this story being spoken here to you;
of, what life is like in the year four thousand twenty-six; the, plants
and all of life is regulated by the planets; and, celestial bodies in the
heavens;
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Heaven, to cloud; which, is cloud’s only teaching; is, the space
between two children playing; the, trees and the plants really have
energy within themselves; some, have monatomic white gold
element; and, in a kilogram of some material like thorium; plasma,
reactors can be producing energy; and, can run a whole city like las
vegas; citric, acid came to be used more; instead, of phosphates in
chemical reactions; for, a lifeceramic setting; and, therefore

As, you can put a crystal in someone’s hand; Cloud, taught me it
was what you were really gifting; was, an induction; this, crystal can
have an extremely clear head; and, it could be having facets that
are together on one side; that, make up to five angles instead of
six; and, such becomes more channeling; and, it’s possible for you
to look inside and see an environment inside there;

Cloud, taught me how to use just a glass of water; to, look into it; to,
see into someone’s future; and, that information is stored in studios
of space around a body; and, therefore

Everything Has A Physiology Made of A JC Quanta

Flutes, were often made from red heart cedar; and, the
dreamcatcher has always Grandmother Icktome’s weaving
languages of nature; of, the fibonacci spiral which you can find in
everything; lifefood, agrarianism is really big in the year four
thousand twenty-six; and, lifehouse also; the, earth’s surface when
you look down on it; has, been turned back to itself;

All, the scars gone; all, beloved on the earth are applying i
awareness and language of peace; and, the language exchange
between people is a reflection of the culture being kept; and, the
beloved judged societies of the past by their care for children and
animals;

Economic, egalitarianism came to be in the beginning of the age of
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aquarius; and, all became self-governed again; and, as the bank
directing the currency exchange between each other; that, is a
reflection on the beloved’s product and service; was, equal to itself;
as, a perfect service for ourselves;

Beloved Owned What Was Created Equally

Some beloved still were able to accumulate a little more; and,some
a little less; having a corpse that’s dead having lemminged people
into war; and, being able to have had a pool of slaves that would
commit legalized sin for society; disappeared; nothing, supported
such immoral insane activity;

Static, and dynamic magnicity happen in the same space and time;
and, the static field that’s existing is transverse to this primary field;
where, energy is always flowing from north negative to south
positive; inverse, gravitational flight is a no brainer in this time; and,
acoustics of cyclotronic non-euclidean acoustic as resonant
conditions of material; are, all applied to tap energy; and, assist
structures repair themselves;

In, a lifehouse such new material is applied; and, that the usual
counterforce to such which is applied in the opposite direction; can,
become reset; or, even extend and stretch further beyond its
original length; and, yet in a moment that a specific temperature is
reached; a, bias exists; where, such element material is brought to
its transitional temperature; and, without such a bias force present it
contracts; yet, the moment it’s cooled to a certain temperature; it’s
again returned to it’s original structured three dimensional condition;

In, a lifehouse cool and hot is of the night and of the day; and, as
such material is reheated it cannot contract anymore; and, such an
energy is applied in a lifehouse; where, such a bias force is applied;
one, can see these materials acting as a spring where springs are
needed; and, also where static weight is sitting; to, get work
performed;
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As, a magnetic current is passed through such material; a,
maximum pull of some many ounces of contractedness per second
occur; and, such a speed and strength of contraction; depend, quite
a bit on the extremes of how cold the temperature can get in the
cold of the night versus how hot something is in the heat of the day;

Qualitative, behaviors of such materials can be put to use; for
instance, the reaction time of some materials can be extremely fast;
even, in milliseconds of time; when, pulses of a high magnetic
current are used; in, considering putting materials as such into
design of a lifehouse; there’s, a consideration in how much time is
for such a material to go through it’s movement;

The, greater movement in a mass; the, more inertia that has to be
overcome; if, the inertia is over a certain resistance of weight;
material, that’s small can snap and break apart; and, such material
has a contractive force; that’s, produced in the beginning; rather,
than most materials that can be shown that just at the very end of a
cycle strength can have happened; quite, the opposite occurs when
you apply nickel and titanium in a ratio of fifty five to forty five
percent;

Looking Back From The Year Four Thousand Twenty-Six

You, can see all manner of equipment and application; of, material
called shape memory alloy; that, have extremely interesting
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properties; and, such can be trained to contract when heat is
applied; that, such contraction and movement can be hundred of
times grater; than, actually what contraction exists in standard
material; such, can be because of a thermal condition have a shape
of a memory it can come back into;

Can you see cams being moved because you have hot and cold
together? Can you see things being rotated as a result of such
insight? Such, shape memory effect is where the material can come
back into it's original shape; warm, water whips it fast back into the
shape that is was formed in; forces, can be more powerful than
thirty thousand pounds per square inch; it's, extremely strong;

In, the year four thousand twenty-six; you're, looking at lifehouse
which have domes with some above ground portion; and, in the
design has a deliberate effort to cause thermal bridgedness to exist;
that, in the cold can keep snow from the dome; cloud, said that the
beloved in time gone by had very deep insight into insulation; thus,
in a lifehouse;

Lifeceramic, is applied with very thin layers of clay between; that,
doesn't set really; and, takes the place of rebar in lifehouse design;
no, energy leak exists except where thermal bridging is applied;
awnings, can be applied and shades can be put; and, such can be
cantilevered out away from the lifehouse; and, the lifehouse can be
extended as a structure more backward;

To, counterweight such; a, beautiful ridge is formed over the
entrance way; such, is isolated from the structure; such, external
structures can be buried under the earth; and, that's okay; yet,
where convection and conduction can occur on the outside; such, is
thermally insulated;

Where, the design is of a load that's further out from the building
than it should be; such, hanging loads on the front wall can be put
down to foundations with a separate structure; so, no thermal
bridging is occurring; and, foundations for such should be insulated
for themselves; otherwise, such parapets on the outside can induce
much thermal bridging; if, the lifehouse is not designed carefully;
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Thermal Earth Tubes In The Ground Around Lifehouse

Thermal, earth tubes are put in and around a lifehouse; to, cause
an open convection circulating system; that, warm is pulled into
cold and cold is pulled into warm; stabilizing, a thermal mass
around the lifehouse; agi-pipe, is primarily what can be used;
except, that such tubes could be made also out of ceramic; and,

In this particular section it's possible for us just to cover; whatever,
health concern that may be considered from mold; and, gasses
found in the earth; and, how all can be installed so that concerns
can all be cleared up; it, is from experience of many years of having
observed to see how; such, a lifehouse; and,thermal earth tubes;
assist, control natural humidity and air quality; while

Radon is an inert noble gas; extremely, dense far more than air; it,
really is the radioactive decay of uranium; radioactive R86, is
something that you'd be generally avoiding; such, a gas being very
heavy works its way through small gaps in the soil; as, a natural
occurrence;

The, challenge starts as in the design; radon, is caused to be
collected; and, the path of least resistance can have caused radon
to be drawn into the soil surrounding the lifehouse; if, such a gas is
channeled inside a lifehouse; which, is completely airtight; that,
heavy air gas becomes concentrated; so, such, earth tubes can be
made from flexible drain pipe that have weep holes; which is

Excellent for humidity; and, allows moisture in and out as needed;
The, same for heavy gasses; such, tubes always are sloped down
away from the lifehouse; and, such heavy gasses as radon is
simply flows away from the system;
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Lifehouse Is of An Excellent Convection Flow

If, you use solid sealed pipe in this open circular convection
system; if, the pipes are sloping down and away it clears away all
buildup; radioactive, radon cannot enter the lifehouse; because, a
lifehouse is of a convection flow; excellent, ventilation is applied;
and, heavy element cannot accumulate in the bottom of these
lifehouses;

A, lifehouse has air exchange within it's open air convection
system; challenges, can have been because the walls; and, where
the thermal earth tubes are not sloped to drain properly; a, house
such couldn't really breathe; and, most houses actually have a
buildup of internal toxin; which, is not so in a lifehouse; for

A, well installed and designed thermal earth tube system provides
excellent air exchange; and, brings positive and negative ions to
the air in the home; and, all such blocks and stops any mold from
growing in such tubes; mold, as a life colloid can AFD; from,
organic material that was warm moist and dark; yet, because the
earth is dry and not moist in such a thermal bank;

Even, prairie dogs keep bedding made of dry grass from molding in
such a way; and, if you care to make sure that everything is
waterproofed above such a thermal mass; no, water seeps into
such holes; yet, it's generally condensation on the surface; where,
air might be flowing through a cool tube; such a lifehouse

Design, has its rainwater shed more than twenty feet from the
building; moist, air can't really come into contact with cool pipes; no,
dramatic change is existing really in the system; there, is only good
airflow; and, dry air from the outside always absorbs the moisture;

Thermal, saturation is taken care of in the lifehouse design; that,
some particular depth is existing where the temperature of the earth
is stable; such, should not be oversimplified;

You, cannot cause in your design the soil around these thermal
tubes to be an inexhaustible thermal bank; there, is a law of the
transfer of energy; the, moment that the air is passing through the
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earth tube; it, becomes slowly stable; because, such becomes
more separated; as, an earth that's some twenty feet surrounding
the lifehouse; acts, as a stable environment;

Water is Boiled in an Instant

In, a lifehouse in the year four thousand twenty-six; hot, water is got
simply by applying frequency; that’s, all; water, is boiled sonically;
and, water is boiled instantly; you, are just simply applying the
power of sound; a small amount of energy is supplied from a
radiant energetic dynamo; and, a metal sphere is simply immersed
in the water; and, as magnicity flows through such; it, boils this
water in an instant; because, it is giving the memory of boiledness
to the water;

A, lifehouse is extremely efficient in what hot water is needed for
preparation; and, hygiene; and, even steam via such is made
extremely efficiently; only, what's necessary is boiled; a, lifehouse is
subterranean; and, some domes can be seen coming up out of this
garden natural environment; and, some swales and windows also
can be seen;

Lifehouse, design is centered around a natural phenomenon of a
music; as, you play musical instruments within such a lifehouse life
ceramic home; you, can note that all resonates at very unique
frequency; you, can have heard that a vibrato c can have smashed
a crystal glass; and, that metal doesn't exist in a lifehouse; for, it
picks up radiant energy and emits such back into the space;

Creating, a homogenized field; causing, occupants to be radiated
by a field that causes life not to have been lengthened; it, is in this
way that water also is brought to it's boiling point; simply, it's
frequency that it has as it's boiled is given to it; and, no times taken
for it to come to that vibration;

Steam, is got extremely efficiently as a result; in, the year four
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thousand twenty-six you're looking at the beloved applying
technology; that, is efficient in applying magnicity needed; drinks,
and food are all more warmed through such technology; quantities,
of water and energy; and, the temperature needed to be reached
happens just in a split second; such

Energy, is transferred via sound wave; sound, is transferred via
magnicity being applied; where, two perforated metal plates are put
inside the device; and, as magnicity is run between the plates that's
in the water; resistance, of the water provides a load; hot, water
boilers are sonic;

A, lifehouse sonic hot water heater really is only composed of two
parts; and, it comes about from a resonant hemispheric ball; and,
sonic energy is inducing the metal to vibrate; and, the other
component in this is a buffering hemispheric bowl; and, this second
layer is of a radius that's around seven millimeters larger than the
radiant hemisphere; such, is made to be at a sonic frequency of fifty
hertz;

It's just simple that the outer surface of the sphere is really parallel;
and, equidistant from the external buffered metal plate; to, each of
these metals; a, unique wire is of a magnetic supply; for, instance
you can have a two twenty volt and fifty hertz connection; and, as
water must be surrounded around such a ball; it, can be turned-on;
and, water can be seen to boil right before your eyes;

Lifeceramic Lifehouse
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Birch, and cedar and wood oils; can, be applied into the ceramic as
it’s in a hydrosol state; Cloud, made medicine bags that had
unusual elements within it; that, had effect such that it would cause
your energy field to be remembered; and, emitted; which, would be
continued in it’s memory to become ever finer in itself; and, in any
moment such a medicine bag had the ability to hold onto what the
finest memory can have been;

Having, been entrained to; and, such perpetually would emit this
energy field; harmonizing, and organizing and environmental
external energy; that, can have not ordinarily been; and, therefore
energy, should spin right over your home not left; and, land
shouldn’t really be disturbed; a, log on the ground from a tree fallen;
acts, as a conductor and resonant coil; and, is emitting standing
sound waves; lifehouse, that is built subterraneously; is, put within
the earth to be received of such terrestrial forces;

Occupants, of a lifehouse can feel a warmth in such standing
waves being emitted; and, that through in a sixty eight degree
environment; a, greater body mind spirit connection is existing;
Cloud, taught me how to arrange shapes; and, put objects within a
certain spatial relation of each other; and, what effect this has in
subliminally changing consciousness; and,how a message can be
basically the same; yet, if the submodality is changed; the,
response you can get also is changed;

Lifehouse Sustainable Community
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In, a lifehouse sustainable community a product called black gold is
made; and, such is applied to dissolve calcium phosphate deposit;
lifefood, taem is made; and, some such as nekchic; which, is
chicken basically spelled backwards; is, a food that’s grown as a
lifefood flesh; that,upon eating such one feels in love; and, one’s
brain becomes more regrown and regenerated; if, injury is existed;
and, plant nutrient is cold extracted; and, substances are applied
like lifehydrate; which, are membrane permeability surfactant
enhancement intelligent nutrient;

Beloved, are living much longer than they were two thousand years
ago; honey, is got through a flow system in which honey flows into
jars; after, having pulled a lever; all, energy applied to get things
done is from the vacuum; no, plastics much exist; and, very little to
be no metal exists in the home; lifeceramic, is used on all food
contact surfaces;

Lifehouse, sustainable community makes cheese and milk product
from nuts; and, makes rejuvenative white gold creams that
completely assist protect the skin; it, is well known how such white
gold as jubbs white gold can be applied; to, have an inverse
gravitational effect; and, it’s well known how various nutrients are
applied as natural pacifarin that block and stop dysbiosis in your
body; lifefood is more shade grown; and, shade in lifefood
agrarianism is extremely important;

The, universe is more in the shape of an egg where we are; in, four
thousand twenty-six all beloved are aware of a non-euclidean math;
and, of fractals; and, two thousand years before there was the
degradation of many beloved as plant communities; and, nutrient
suffered enormously during that time back then; the, value of
humics was not known; and, lifecolloid probiotic was just be
introduced;

Shape, is applied to create acoustical and magnetic energy
application; and, storage; trees, fallen in the forest as huge coils
condense energy; and, this is how the ancient ones had their
megalithic stoneworks designed; for, biomagnetic vitalization; a,
lifehouse design has natural paciferin properties; and, reduces and
clears away all pestilence; cedar, oil even is burned in the home;
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In, a time gone by; and, now in this year four thousand twenty-six;
acoustically, induced levitation is known and applied; and, resonant
water molecule as lifewater is; infrasound, resonation condenses
cosmic energy more into a standing sound wave via rhomboid
mobius design; such a

Fifth, dimensional structure; acts, upon the fourth dimension; and,
from a jc quantum energy is condensed; and, arises to make up
light; stable, isotopes of hydrogen comes about as a result of water
coming into contact with lifeceramic; nascent, hydrogen is formed;

Invisible Magnetic Force Is Within

Natural isotopic transformation incurs of atomic and even molecular
structure; and, rare earth element; and, substances such as
lifehydrate can be found in our atmosphere; and, in between most
all molecules are connected; and, also between all creatures too;
formic, acid in the air; we, only have that because insects fly
around; and, so;

Lifecolloid, being incorporated into the ceramic of a home; emit,
from it’s surface undulating perpetual infrasonic wave rhythms; and,
such is a morphogenic field; for instance, as bees fly through the
air; such, are extremely south positively charged evermore; and,
flowers they visit are ever more north negatively charged; and,
magnicity is transferred as a charge from the bee to the plant;

The, sound of the crickets assists influence the shape of dna; it,
influences dna’s ability to emit frequency; a, natural frequency is
emitted by nature;

the, air just as water is; is, full of charged magneton; and, as bees
or insects fly they give off ever more negative magnetics; and,
wasps are important because they assist to help heal trees;
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because they bring nutrients to trees that are not doing so well;
which, is a symbiotic relationship;

A, lifehouse is an abode for the beloved that is not made of
unnatural material; as, a metal or a wire is; such, transfers its
charge far too quickly; organic, material radiates its energy more
softly; glyphosate, was known for thousand of years as one of the
primary toxins used before lifefood agrarianism took hold; and, one
straw agriculture; which, is the idea of not tilling the soil; yet, leaving
the straw as it’s meant to be; on, the ground;

Lifehouse Heal Its Own Scar
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Lifehouse, owns its own healed scar; no, interferedness is existing;
yet, actually stewarding of an ever more greater magnetic current to
be around where the beloved is; where, most are at the moment if
you look at the land; are, actually scarring it; making, eyesore
everywhere; because, in the year four thousand twenty-six; as, you
look back you’re looking at dog boxes; slaves, are supposed to
have lived in apparently;

Such, houses leaked their energy all over the place; cost,
everybody a fortune; most, had to work many days of the week to
pay the power company; which, was monopolistically owned by the
count; and, though zero point energy existed even back then;
because, beloved didn’t have economic egalitarianism; but, only
had a service provider at that time; and, for every cunt-tree the
count was doing everything he could to lemming the people; and,
all such was changed at the stroke of a pen; when, the beloved
said “no”;

A, lifehouse exchanges energy with its environment; just, as all
beloved do; just, as the bee and the flower do; insects, are very
important just as all beloved are; and, no one has the right to
control any other beloved;and, only beloved could be joined with
another beloved;

The, count had caused no wo/man to be in any office; just, an office
only; and, all common law abolished during that time of a
communism; that, had taken over the earth; and, nothing was for
anything who was a beloved; all, just were only treated as stock
back then; and, human trafficked; and, one could hardly have
existed in such a system; of, the count’s de-zion;

Food, is planted for bees and butterflies; and, all such is involved in
generating a proper biomagnetic field force; energy flows because
you have a north and a south connected more; and, insects provide
even such an induced magnetic force; and, all plants are
magnetically charged to be interacting; to, create a lifeforce to be
for all of us; a real lifeforce breathes a breath; that, causes us to
have an atmosphere; lifefood, agrarianism is about the promotion of
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flowers; florification, of the earth;

A, dissipative structure exists between dissimilar element; which, is
what really supports life; you, can’t be deciding to block ten percent
of light out; as, what was currently being done back then in the year
two thousand sixteen; all, noted the disastrous effects of having a
government that would kill its president;

Having, a government that was a quasi-government; a, du jour
government for the day; and, a private script was being used; the,
count owned all for a selfish reason only; and, was socially
engineering all on the plantation at the time; and, had effectively
taken the beloved’s children away from their parents; and, was just
killing animals indiscriminately; apparently, getting some pleasure
underneath it all;

Chapter Nine:
Lifehouse is Composed of Radiant Luminensence
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The Peace Pipe

Fool’s Crow, would have all of us have some chanupa in a
ceremony; and, this would enhance a scout’s ability to go out and
find luminescent shiny bones; and, this caused me to have a deep
realization of natural ubiquitous luminescence; such, stones
possessed susceptible atomic arrangement and element; which

Actually emitted magnicity as light; and, when magnetically excited;
for instance, by the absorption of light; or, mechanical friction even;
and, also by biomagnetic enzymatic reaction; a, generation of
magnicity is emitted; and a luminescence can be visibly seen as
excited;

Molecule, can be absorbed ultraviolet light; and, even other visible
light photon; and, such in the year four thousand twenty-six; is,
applied in many home devices; and, in creative workshops where
time is equivalent to creativity; windchimes, are hung in areas to
provide sound; and, water also is applied; yet

Fluorescence, and phosphorescence; all, is being applied with a
very deep insight into light; in, this day magnetic configuration of an
excited state; and, emission pathway is known; for instance,
fluorescence is as atoms; molecule that can absorb magnicity; at,
various wavelength;

Upon, such can be excited and continue to emit light themselves;
just, manufacturing light right there on the spot right before your
eyes; overunity, existed; just, a little bit of energy was needed;
such, an energy involves more semi- and superconductive insights;
and, more cyclotronic insight; and, bifolar winding in coils; which,
collect energy on demand; as, a radiant energetic dynamo does;

A, fluorescent lifetime is extended by various element application;
crystal, that grows more tubular is applied; like, tourmaline; lighting,
is indirect; and, comes from the surface itself of the lifehouse
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material; that, with the flick of a switch is lit itself; or, turned off; and,
such extols the properties of fluorescence; where

Atoms, and molecules have absorbed such light; at, a wavelength
frequency semiconducted through the ceramic; that, subsequently
emits photon of a longer wavelength; and, has an interval of time of
its fluorescing; which, is cyclotronically influenced to be an indirect
light source in the home;

Requiring, just the terrestrial energy that’s coming through the
earth; and, little to no worry is needed to have this effect; the, light
is more of a natural light; and, is not made by a filament burning;
your, eyes has to adjust to perpetually; in, the year two thousand
sixteen;

Lighting, in a lifehouse fluorescent wise; happens, via a deep
insight into timescale; separated, by a fibonacci harmonic; by,
several orders of magnitude; an, incoming north negative magneton
packet as a photon comes in; and, excites atoms in the ceramic;
which, are well below a femtometer in time;

Resonant Relaxation

Actually, it is the summation of jc quantum; which, is in a liquid
scale; all, is connected by; and, where there is a vibrational
relaxation; of, excited north negative; to, a lower level energy state;
that, is down on the level of a cotosecond; it, slows down from a
jubb quantum to a cotosecond;

The, final process of the emission of a magnetic wavelength which
is longer; such, is to be returned again of such a material to a
ground state; a, stunning manifestation is occurred; of, an
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interaction of magneton packets becoming photon as light; a,
steady state fluorescence in microscopy; such, light is applied in
the future; very, sensitive emission profile and spatial resolution is
existing; as, a result of this insight into jc quantum; and, such is
applied in colloidal biology; in, the year four thousand twenty-six;

This, researcher applied fluorescent microscopy; for, every element
has a magnetic moment; a, north negative potential energy exists;
and, a symmetry of north negative spin state; and, such can be
divided into vibrating and rotating energetic level; bonding, orbit of
atomic nuclei; such, a ground stated is existing of molecule in a
north negative magneton singlet; which, all north negative
magneton are spin paired; meaning, phase conjugated;

All, this occurring at ambient room temperature; lifeceramic, internal
energy state is existing in a state other than its lowest vibrational
level; of, its ground state; and, light is emitted from the ceramic; and
thus, such excitation is emitted from this excited state; existing,
above the lower ground level state this ceramic is existing in;

A, transition occurs that results in fluorescence; fluorochrome, in
the ceramic is conjugated to a larger macromolecule; as, organic
matter is; like, nucleic acid; lipid, and enzyme and protein; a,
fluorophore exists as absorption of magnetics is; forms, covalence
in bonding of element; and, such in the year four thousand
twenty-six is known in a broad class of materials;

Some, known today are called intrinsics and extrinsics; aromatic,
amino acid is applied in the ceramic; is, an example of intrinsic
fluorophore; and, modified bioenzymatic reaction of lifecolloid in the
ceramic provides extrinsic fluorophores; and, such produces
fluorescence with specific spectral color and property;

A Bag of Hot and Cold is Stored in Earth
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Turtle, told Two Feathers; and, Two Feathers told Cloud Two
Children; and, Cloud told me this story; of, how a bag of hot and
cold was put in the earth for the people to use; it, was as Cloud
passed on that this is a time now we’re living in our fifth sun; yet, it
was a very watery sun before this; and, there was little to no light or
dark; all, was just very diffuse;

That, was a very very long winter; everybody, saw that the sun was
hiding and wouldn’t come out; and, the other thing was that it never
stopped snowing; and, eventually the sky was quite black; and, the
earth pretty slippery underfoot to walk; and, cold; and, the beloved
were really freezing; and, starving too; even, four leggeds; wingeds;
and, it was just only fish and other water creatures that attended;
and, the animal agreed that everyone was really suffering;
seriously, a lack of heat and warmth; and, that winter was just going
on and on and on; and, so

One, day a brave scout came called red dog; and, told everyone
that no bears had come down to the council; and, it was noticed by
all there also attending the council; that, actually no one talked
about it; but, no one had even seen the bears for three years; and,
some said “could the bears have some knowing to do with
everybody’s sufferedness?; they’re, not at the council; possibly, it
could be they’re just keeping the warmth all to themselves”; said,
some;

So, a search party was formed; to, find out; there, was a Looking
Frog; there, was a Coyote; there, was a wolverine; a, bobcat; a, fox
and a mouse; and, a dog fish; and, all went out to search for where
the bears were; they, searched and went way out to where the land
meets the sky; way, up high; he, small hole in the clouds everybody
was lucky just to crawl through; and, everybody started looking
around in the more upper lands; and, up in the highlands they
finally come to a beautiful lake; a, beautiful dome with small swales
extending out of the earth;

Visitors Poured Into the Small Abode
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Such, a dome perfectly integrated into nature; and, when they were
just all in front of the house; everyone, could see it was really quite
camouflaged; and, really wasn’t easy to see at all; seemed, like it
was covered over with a blanket of earth; so, the deer amongst
them knocked on the door;

Inside, they found two little bear cubs playing; and, when they saw
the strangers they were so excited; they said “oh my god! who are
you?”; and, the fox replied “where’s your mother and father?”; and,
the little cubs replied that their mom and dad had gone out for a
stroll;

Visitors, all poured into the little abode; and, saw that it was very
warm and cozy inside; seemed, like the bears had it that what was
outside was inside; and, you couldn’t tell; beautiful, waterfalls;
flowers, trees and plants; the, visitors looked around and saw
beautiful lighting; gorgeous, kitchen and bathroom; and, bags,
hanging from hooks;

In, a central arced ceramic pillar; and, the wolverine points at one of
the bags; “what in dat bag?”; cubs, looked at each other; sizes, up
the wolverine and says; “rain, kept in that bag”; then, the field
mouse amongst them; inspecting, everything up close says; “ay,
what about da udder one?”;

Again, the cubs looked at each other; and, size up the field mouse;
and say “well that particular bag is actually full of cool wind”; the,
fox started to get a bit fed up with all this questioning; and, the fox
says “ay...and what about dat one, over dere?”; cubs, looked at
each other; size, up the fox;

Pull, their chins in and raise their eyebrows; and, they both said
together; “fog, is sure as hell kept in that bag”; and, the wolf is
seeing that no one is really getting to the bottom of things; and, he
says “what about dat bag hangin’ over dere lower down?”

The Wolf Was Getting A Bit Impatient
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Now, the cubs finally look at each other; and, appear like they’re
holding their breath for a moment; “sorry,” says both of the cubs
together; “now, that bag….that’s a secret in there; but, our parent
can tell you; and, they’d be sure glad to share it with you; if, you’d
be able to wait around for a little while”; the, wolf was getting a bit
impatient though; wolf, wasn’t

Gonna be waiting around; he, said “listen up now; we’re friends;
how come we can’t just take the bag?”; “what’s, in there” said the
cubs; “is, something really special; that, mom and dad really care to
share with you”; “what’s, in there?” interrupted the fox; “that, bag is
where heat is kept inside” said the bear cubs; and, so

Then the mouse snatched the bag; and, said “thank you little bears;
you’ve, given us what we were looking for”; and, all the animals
took off with the bag and went to form a council in the bush; and,
they all realized that because they had just ripped off the bag;

They’d, have to be a bit outside; because, they had to get back to
the world lower down; and, in just quick as a flash it was; that,
everyone turned to see the bears come running; and, the bears
were holding up their cubs; the, bears said “this, is your children;
we, are your family; let’s, live together”;
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Bobcat Felt Disturbed

Meanwhile, the bobcat felt a bit disturbed by everything; and, led
the bears a little deeper into the forest; and, took off with everyone
else with the bag of hot; and, whatever message was inside it;
meanwhile, the other animals came and found where they had
stowed the bag; before, they went down to the world below; then,

Took off with it; pulling, and tugging on the bag; and, then the bears
jumped into the canoe; and, paddled fiercely after their bag of
warmth; “hurry” said everybody; “the bear’s catching up with us
quick”; and, when one of the animals got tired they passed the
burden on to another;

Eventually, the bear would find where this was; and, the smaller
animals would have to pass this on to the bigger animals quickly;
just, keeping it out of the bear’s reach; until, finally everyone was
exhausted; and, the only ones remaining fresh was the pike and the
dog fish; and, they finally pull this bag of warmth through the gap in
the cloud bank; and, it slips back down into the valleys; where, the
clouds are; then, the whole party slips through after them;

As, soon as they were down there; they, couldn’t wait to open it up;
and, it was opened and heat rushed out in every direction; melting,
the snow and ice; and, dispersing the black clouds; and, it was so
radiant that it made a gap in the cloud bank; above, the mountain;
and, caused the sun to shine in the valleys;
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Inside The Bag Was Instruction

On how everyone could put warmth in a bag in the ground; and,
cold in a bag as well; and, use this as the bears had always; to,
manage the cold; and, stay warm; to, be more in a higher place;
rather, than down low where you could get flooded out; and,prairie
dogs then took this to heart; only, building on the higher ground;
and, building an open convection system that their little grass beds
could never mold;

Anyway, it certainly didn’t stop the floods from coming; but, a
technology did come to be as a result;’ and, the floodwaters ever
rose; and, at this moment there was a big tree; that, reached
extremely high up into the sky; and, to save themselves everyone
thought they’d have to climb up into this highest tree; yet,

Eventually the rains and cloud and water subsided; and,the lands
drained of the water; some, said a giant fish could have drunk the
flood; but, most thought that was a funny thing; yet, the land where
we were now; some, of it had become more a mountain;l and,earth
had been raised by water; nothing, much was left;

Yet, spring comes again; and, the sun did come back; and, dried up
all the water on the land; and, trees covered themselves with
leaves; and,flowers again start to bloom; and, summer comes as a
season of joy for all creatures; and, the deep insight of the bears
about keeping a bag of warm and cold in the earth; ever, remained;
storing, energy in the present season; for, the moment of the
season to come;
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Chapter Ten:
Saying No To Plastic

Saying No To All Which Is Nonecological

It, was for me sometimes to be with Cloud; and, Cloud asked me
what I thought about new materials; that, could replace plastic that
had come to be; in, the year four thousand twenty-six; beloved, are
using biodegradable materials; none, can understand the insanity
of having a substance not biologically degradable; yet, a

Peter principle had existed back then, some, two thousand years
ago; and, even mothers in africa were no longer breastfeeding their
babies; they’d, been socially engineered stupidly to feed their
babies from their packet; so, you’d see eventually movement like
bam and jab; get, rid of usury; stop, using war to launder money;
you’re, the real estate; stop, trafficking beloved; stop, all
pseudoscience;

Such, had phthalates; and, polychlorinated bicarbons (PCBs);
strange, estrogen like compounds that were serious endocrine
disruptors; and, in the tins the toxicity was rife; and, what was
inside mostly was fairly deficient; deficiency, then had to be really
toxicity happens; yet, in this year four thousand twenty-six;

Lifeplastic, is made by lifecolloid via fermentation carbons and
lipids; such, lifecolloid store carbon and energy; and, more than a
couple hundred unique monomers; can, be combined via lifecolloid;
that, can from such give you the raw ingredients to provide unique
properties to such lifeplastic;

Such, lifeplastic is biodegradable; and, can be applied in hot and
cold conditions; and, hold substrates such; such, lifeplastic can
have properties that has much higher melting points; that, cannot
melt under the temperature of one hundred eighty degrees celsius;
and, don’t crack if below forty degrees fahrenheit;
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Elastic, and stretching ability; its ability to keep itself together
though it can be bent; such, lifeplastic has mechanical
biocompatibility; and, can be blended and modified; to, change its
surface for it to be not ever able to absorb oil; or, water for instance;
and, by combining such lifeplastic with other enzyme and organic
material; one, can much surfaces for such countertops and food
prep surfaces; which, has far infrared element within it; as, the
lifeceramic dose;

Lifehouse, sustainable community produces such via lifecolloid
from lifecolloid probiotic; that, produce polyhydroxyalkanoates; a,
life organism such as Alcaligenes eutrophus; and,other lifecolloid;
when, fed nutrients it multiplies rapidly; organisms, are then fed
nutrient composition to synthesize polyhydroxyalkanoates; such,
can be at least eighty percent of the lifecolloids dry weight;

Biosynthesis, of such is attained via nutrient that is reduced in
phosphorous; nitrogen; and, various trace elements; and, where
oxygen is cut off; and, where there is an excessive amount of
carbon; and, multiple esters are contained that are highly refractive
granules inside the lifecolloid; and, such depends upon the
lifecolloid; that, you’ve cultivated such conditions; unique, homo- or
co-polyesters having unique hydroxyalkanic acid is present; and,
polyhydroxyalkanoate granules are recovered from the lifecolloid;

Lifeceramic is Made Out of Lifecolloid

Malt, is easy obtained; which, has an enormous amount of carbon;
and,doesn’t really have much of a cost to produce; enzymes, within
jubbs lifecolloid probiotic assist with pha synthesis; such, key
enzymes of pha biosynthesis apply coenzyme A - thioester of
®-hydroxy fatty acid substrate; two, sizes of fatty acid; a, short and
a medium chain arises; hydroxy, fatty acid is of a short chain; and,
you can have three to five carbon atoms;
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Lifecolloid, including Aeromonas hydrophila; and, Thiococcus
pfennigii; participate, in a whole range of short and long chain fatty
acid synthesis; such, jubbs lifecolloid probiotic organism has
enzymes; and, in an environment where nitrogen phosphate is
deplete; enormous, amounts of substrate is produced; that, you can
use to make lifeplastic from; for instance; three kilos of malt can
produce a kilogram of lifeplastic;

Polymers, are processed in conventional plastic processing
equipment; and, depending upon composition some are more
elastic; and, ductile; for instance, homo- or co-polyester; containing,
hydroxy fatty acid is uv stable; versus, polylactic acid; and, can
withstand temperature up to one hundred eighty degrees
fahrenheit; and, have low water permeability;

Crystallization, can be close to some seventy percent of the
material; lifeplastic, is like a ceramic in some ways; and, it’s
processability and flexibility can improve; as, valeric acid can be
smelt; its, slightly unpleasant musty pungent odor; lifeplastic, is
extremely resistant to moisture and has aroma barrier property;

Polyhydroxybutyric acid causes stiffening; and, brittleness; and, that
lifecolloid produce substance that is more of other fatty acids; great,
flexibility and elasticity is present in such lifeplastic; the, point here
being straight away make substance that is biodegradable; and, is
assisting cause what is being held to be preserved; and, brings
more lifeforce into its contents; and, causes you to have a natural
selection of more materials that a lifehouse can be made with;
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Natural Pacerferin Properties Applied

In, lifehouse and lifeceramic natural paciferin is applied; In, the year
four thousand twenty-six; the, woody parts of a cinnamomum
camphora tree for instance; and, its essential oil applied; such, has
a sweet woody beautiful floral aroma; and, some have like wild
beronias in tasmania;

A, high percentage of linalool; which, are rose and jasmine like
notes; naturally, occurring linalool can be found in nature; just,
depending on where you are; botanicals, of such can be found on
all continents; it, happens that some plants can have ninety percent
of its oil as linalool; such, is extremely beneficial; and, causes you
to have a deep night’s sleep;

Linalool, induces relaxation; and, revitalization;and, as it is applied
into lifeceramic and lifeplastic; such, becomes imbued more with
this natural paciferin property; to, ever guard against spoilage in
food; apart, from aromatherapy use here; you, have analgesic;
anti-convulsant; anti-mold; calming, forces radiating to you from the
material of your home;

Substances which is aphrodisiac in it’s calming effect; vitalizes,
your immunity; and, relaxes you to be able to be recovered and
repaired; and, dissolve stress and tension; you’re, left feeling
energized instead; fascinating, aspect of the lifehouse is that such
is integrated into nature; fully, in its design;

One, is aware of an insect plant interaction; and, how such extends
to a connection we all have with each other in our health; all, these
beloved as insects and plants; also, receive magnetic energy and
have sensation of such; which, can be cared of connection with this
beloved; and, otherwise no magnetic reward is given to you;

Your, body can not be so in your being purified; yet, in your
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mindfulness you’re able to maintain ever more resonantness; and,
be in i awareness; applying, whole brain functioning patterning;

Applying Tenet in Whole Brain Functioning

Adepts, of this Toltec tradition are able to have implicit and explicit
mind reading technique; and, apply predictive programming;
embedded, commands; and, submodalities to send a
communication out; and, have this be received; all, applying natural
laws of nature; you, have to know how energy is sent frictionlessly;
without, any energy; such, is always spun; plasma,is the fourth
state of matter; and,in this age of aquarius this is applied for
extraction of gold and precious element;

I, know that i am only giving you such a small amount of
information; and, it can take more than just this first work to cause
you to be ever more complete in yourself; for me, being with Cloud
it was finding out about Cloud’s one teaching; and, that was about
heaven; that’s all; Cloud, got to be ceremonial chief because of this
one teaching; amazing, how one teaching can be far better than ten
thousand; heaven, is between two children who are playing;

It, was for me being with Cloud; to, feel an expansion of space
behind the back of my nose; and, a warmth of the heart spreading
through the chest; up, into the head; and,how my inspiration always
i observed i was conscious more of; and, how such was always
very lengthened; in, relation to how it ordinarily would be;

Cloud, only ever spoke with cholalic sound and language; which,
energized your brain; Cloud’s, story always causes you to become
more timeless; and, valued more of your timelessness in your
being;you, could feel more your playful beingness in yourself; on,
the way back to the ranch house from chocolate pond; cloud,
looked over the landscape and said;
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“The, vast majority of what you can see before you; was, applied
just to feed cows; it, was cleared for this few paltry pounds of flesh”;
that’s, all changed now because most having stopped farming flesh;
and, have assisted cause the trees to be growing more in the field
again;

There, was an ancient civilization four thousand years ago; called,
the bird clan; building, mounds on the mississippi flood plains;
traveling, inland using waterways; trading, rocks; fashioning, stone;
chipping, away; like, images of themselves; and, the birds and the
fishes come together in this estuary; four, thousand years ago; and,
they left this earth behind; same, way they found it; four thousand
years ago;

Immaculate Conception and Childbirth

In, the year four thousand twenty-six the beloved are looking back;
to, note that some two thousand years beforehand; there, was a
movement of i awareness; and, the beloved learned how to have
children be born out of a form of discretion; Cloud, said all knew
how to sense fertility from signs that could be read; and, was
explained to all; there was more than just two genders;

Not, all unions were about sexual relation; and, Winnoc and Birdoc
were the most prized of all those cared to have beloved in their
camp; that, had skills that were very balanced; in, the southwest
Cloud said that both Turtle and Two Feathers travelled to; across,
turtle island; and, the Zuni or as Cloud said they preferred to call
themselves the Koyemshi; Two Feathers, called them mudheads;
though, in english stories cloud told me about of the mudheads was
of intervals that would be between ceremonies of solemnness;
which, was exalted by dancers that were masked and costumed;
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The, hiyoka was the trickster; was, the clown; and, information
always was delivered more through the clown giving you deep
insight; and, what was rigid could have been made ridiculous; yet,
such cloud said was often at the expense of the local missionary;
and, people that came to visit them too; the

Costumes and the mask always in the ritual would cause the
participants coming to be part of the ceremony to feel even
sometimes a little frightened; then large, ever graceful movements
also showed a readiness to cause those witnessing; a, feeling of
cosmic counterpart of solemnness; and, such an underscoredness
within the duality of the life of those who were within such a village;
i, would learn to conduct Yuwipi ceremonies where light is brought
into the dark;

Performance, in such a ceremony was the creation of a seeming
state of sufferedness and urgency; for, those in a high pitched
wailing sound song; that, would all of a sudden be broken with
silence; and, each within the ceremony had opportunity to
communicate to who was wrapped in the center; and, laid down as
the shaman;

Dwellings, were in the ground more because coolness was; and,
such dwellings remain temperate all the year; and, it was they have
a story themselves that a long time ago; the, mudheads weren’t as
bright as they are today; and, Tunka Shila came amongst them;
gave, them instruction on children being born as a form of
discretion; in, their community;

Ladders, and steps were shown to them; and, how they could go
back into and come back out of the earth; at, first when it was
shown how to climb the ladder up and down; one, beloved tried to
go up the ladder feet uppermost; more, standing on the head;
another, tried to climb on the back of the ladder on the inside of it;
others, didn’t quite use the rungs right and feel through them; and
some got caught up in the rungs; and, just weren’t able to do it;
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Tunka Shila tried to show them how to do it; and build a lifehouse;
and, perhaps anyone could just imitate these actions; such a
lifehouse was built from the inside out; and, was made to be as the
inside was outside; and, nobody know if the inside was outside;
some, made houses in the beginning that broke down; and some
built themselves in and had to find their way out; and,some made
bits out of sand where the sand has to collapse;

Tunka Shila, just showed really simple things; like, how to make
some chairs; and, how to mix up a beautiful lifeceramic; everyone,
cloud said was equal to each other;

No, such thing was incurred of any show and tell of the wuf society
that existed in the two thousand years before this moment when
everything has changed;

The, ovulation cycle for our sisters is just a clear mucus discharge
at the end of such; and, a great energy is saved because such a
red blood corpuscle that ordinarily if toxin was there wouldn’t have
been then re-absorbed so nutrient of such can be re-absorbed;

Tunka shila showed the mudheads how to copulate; there, was a
very fat beloved that hadn’t had any other beloved for a long long
time; and, a couple of others also stepped forward; tunka shila,
instructed; and, practicing and everything happened; and, no one
was to have any mind just to be lifted up and bent over in
copulation was a very simple way;

Tunka shila instructed this should happen more as dogs; everyone
thought that was a bit funny; cloud, never left any subject matter
out; the, mudheads all really wanted to give it a go; but, many didn’t
really even know where things were; then, children then more
began to be more born out of a form of discretion;

Tanka sheila finally gave the message that all was given up on you;
and, the fat beloved looked on just laughing; such, a story cloud
said was told during hiyoka dances; and, trickster pantomimes; in,
the pueblos by the Zuni originals; and, Cloud had many stories that
was told by Turtle to Two Feathers;
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Children, back then were born in the caul; that, is a natural birth;
this, is where the amniotic sack is kept intact until the shoulders are
bore; and, at that moment because the little beloved is being
hydraulically moved; into, a position of slipping; no, pushing is really
needed; the, body just naturally expels; the, beloved just slips out
and birth is more orgastic; and, clitoris is stimulated so that it’s
pleasant; yhe, new baby beforehand has crowned; at that point the

Expecting, mother can be in water for some forty five minutes; then,
the baby simply slips out; doulas, today some have been trained in
such a method; and, the health of our sisters; and, importance of
the sanctity of reproduction be cared for; to be

Remained, immaculate; it,means that one has got out of the way;
and, allowed nature to take it’s course; some, discretion is taken in
children being born; because, of act of expression and being of
each other; is, incorporated around the knowledge of a moment of
fertility;

As, her fluids become stringy; such, is evidence of her being fertile;
and, in moments such other means of expression can be; for, those
who are engaged in intimacy; consumption,of lifefood and applying
jubbs cell rejuvenation; ovulation, cycle is marked out by a lighter
menses; to, eventually become just spotting; to, eventually just
become a clear mucus discharge at the end of the cycle; and,
fertility is kept throughout life; y

You, must have your gonads to have proper levels of energy; and,
not to be afraid unnecessarily; fear, of the snake is what kills not it’s
poison; cloud, talked about you being in up time; and, for this
you’ve had to quieten down and have no internal dialogue; it, was
quite a struggle for the originals; over, a long time it hasn’t
completely been healed up at all; all, of the originals can still be
found crying; that, their children were taken away from them;

Even, one savage in the bush; and, whoever is on the throne really
is fearful; yet, such leaders as the presi was; and, other known
braves as bobtail Horse of the cheyenne; were, faced with a
mission in life that such brave people gave that their kin could be
better off; it, is not that fear doesn’t exist; yet, \
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Unnecessary fear doesn’t; braves, ever weary of civic confinement
and entrapment; two, thousand years ago; remember, you're
looking back from the year four thousand twenty-six; path, of least
resistance was taken; there, is no such thing as accepted death;
as, an affirmation of life; yet, one can hold things dearly; the, sun
the air the water; the, crickets and the animals close by;

One, can truly only honor such a beautiful spirit; only, this empty
space is what is forever; all, else is temporary in comparison; all, of
nature recycles; something, is universal and not individual; yet, is it
alright you standby; and, there’ll be a thousand elephants less this
next twelve months;

Is, it okay with you beloved are without their children? you, live in a
communistic system and no common law exists; this, federation of
united nations; is, because this specie of wo/man; has, energy
within the heart; and, is not definable; which,collectively we have
all; from, celebration and from realized common fate; such a

Beloved’s heart, is found in a federation of united nations; and,
such a federation can live; stories, told a long time ago told of white
jail bars; coming, to entrap the sky; and, all for a disastrous
consequence; arrival, of corpse being put above all who can
perceive; was, the end of the buffalo; and, an entire way of living;

Yet, you as a savage isn’t disappeared; and, an i aware matrix is
original; and, is innate within you; yet, what’s old is shed; looking,
back on this day it was that some had no idea about a sustainable
future; and, at that time was only beginning to have an insight into
lifefood; and, the beloved has passed through five suns; this, being
the fifth sun of time in our oral tradition;

Everything, is saved because of the tick of a pen; a, moratorium
was had; all, find out that the service provider had committed
heinous crime; and, couldn’t be a service provider; nor, did any
beloved care to have a service provider ever again; all, became
serving the servants servant; yet,
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i awareness comes to be; and, economic egalitarianism too; for, a
voice was heard; which, said “stop” to harm; that, was obviously
being done; a, very amazing medicine person has a fantastic
vision; where, all live again in an i aware matrix; canopy, is put
back; lifefood, becomes shade grown again; such

Awareness of this medicine beloved remains to this day; because,
what’s enduring to this day; for, the beloved; is, waking up to a
corpse having been put above their heads; that’s wrong; and, a
bank that’s directing currency only having been in lalaland; and,
what the founding fathers cared for; that a, wo/man was in some
office; only, such an office existed and slavery was; and, the
movement was toward all being more verifiable; and, only
considering autographs that were wet; this

Great medicine beloved said that as you see people dancing
together; in, a single harmonious space; a, peaceful world for all is
coming to be; and, lifefood agrarianism and jubbs cell rejuvenation
is applied in the year four thousand twenty-six; all, have a deep
insight into colloidal biology; and, whole brain functioning; and, the
use of phytonutrient;

You, should know that an enormous number of herbs and spices
contain cannabinoids; and, such is not a drug but a nutrient; in, the
year four thousand twenty-six people have lost all their
superstitious reasoning; that, only came about back then because
of negative economic inductance;

Cannabinoid, and anandamide; interact, with the body’s regulatory
system; today, such is known as an endocannabinoid system; such,
is a compound and receptor mechanism that’s engaged in
homeostasis; in fact, it’s only that you have such that you can have
vital health;

Some, plants have a ultrative effect and can be applied on a regular
basis; as, being non-toxic; many, such act as adaptogens; and,
originals here on turtle island have numerous plants that contain
therapeutic cannabinoids; including, echinacea root and
coneflower;
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Frank Fool’s Crow, and others would always put some echinacea
root in the chanupa; such, was known to relieve symptoms of
anxiety; headaches, and other body armor; all, which are symptoms
eased by cannabinoids; many, plants as indicated contain
cannabimimetics; such, in the echinacea plant is known as N-alkyl
amides; and, interact with CB2 receptors in the body; such, is very
powerful in assisting with modulating inflammatory and immune
response;

A, psychoactive component is the primary stimulant of a CB2
receptor; and, is effective in acting as an anti-inflammatory
antioxidant; plants, like electric daisy blocks and stops toothache;
that, has n-isobutylamides; which, is a very powerful reducer of
pain and inflammation;

Helichrysum, contains large amounts of cannabigerol (CBG); such,
is an amazing antidepressant; and, assists to help stabilize mood;
Cloud, instructed me to only apply natural remedy; period; synthetic
toxins were definitely not considered to be anything but a poison;
period; and, that things should really be cold extracted and not
isolates; because, things are more whole and are assisted if
combined together;

Liverwort, is another plant on turtle island containing cannabinoids;
perrottetinenic, acid is very similar thc; and, acts on the CB2
receptor; and, was used by the originals for all sorts of conditions;
such, medicinal lichens have very powerful value; cocoa, contains
theobromine; and, in small amounts interacts with the cannabinoid
system;

Compounds within the cocoa bean have been shown to interact
with enzymes in the body; and, such is necessary to clear the
endocannabinoid system from molecule when it’s spent; and, so it’s
an anandamide inhibitors; anandamide, as indicated is an
endogenous cannabinoid compound; element, in chocolate assists
de-activate such; which, is why when you eat chocolate you are not
going to feel any effect necessarily of the cannabinoid; the
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Cocoa plant itself contains empathogenic compound; that, create
calm and cause a person to feel more in love; and, maybe you’d be
surprised to know that black pepper also does have cannabinoids;
cannabis, often tastes peppery; and, such really is so because
beta-caryophyllene (BCP);

An, aromatic compound of black pepper which is a terpene; and,
also attaches to the CB2 receptor; maca, rhododendron are also
plants containing compounds that stimulate and engage the
endocannabinoid system; such, is certainly not a drug; and, in the
year four thousand twenty-six much knowledge of our body has
been gained; because, of this one plant being studied and applied;

A JC Quanta In Magnicity Explains Universe Essence

Galaxies, are held together by magnicity; perhaps, you should take
the time to learn more about such; yet, you should know that the
universe is composed of forces; that, are, spinning up and in; and,
down and out; an neutral; and an A and a B field exists; your, brain
and your body works as a wet cell battery; providing, you’ve got
plenty of north negative potential;

As, you have hemi-synchronization from whole brain functioning
patterning being applied; you, have a greater amplitude of
magnicity available to you; energy, is present to run your body;
most, all of it comes from zero point; and, tapping the vacuum;

It, was not uncommon for Cloud to engage in conversation such
that it was for me to become aware of what was known; it, wasn’t
for me to have to reinvent any wheel; Cloud, would hold me
entranced in a gaze; until, this medicine beloved had completed a
thought; Cloud’s, face was the face of ease;
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Cloud, said that upon death one can experience what some today
call the bardo state; that, ray that you actually feel is a ray of this jc
quantum; connecting, all together; magnicity, can have extinguished
and can have become discharged; and, flared off as a tare; mostly,
after having over-breathed; and, one, not having kept their proper
levels of carbon dioxide;

Cloud, made things with hands; beautiful, medicine items that were
passed on and given to beloved; such, would act as an anchor;
and, trigger some state Cloud had given in an induction; Cloud, had
me learn from Frank Fool’s Crow early on how to be able to read
what a dream might be; as, a vision some beloved could have;

Crying, for a vision; Cloud, and Fool’s Crow could both tell you what
the vision would be; many, days before some visioner would go to
have a vision; crying, for a vision; and, going on a vision quest;

Was, good training and so was many practices; as, going without
one sense to enhance the others; cloud, always greeted everybody;
and, prided self to be the first to do such when any beloved came;
Cloud, would get down to being lower than anyone else’s eyes
generally; most, would be looking down; all, was always put to be a
little behind and below; than, above and in front;

Element, in any system that is the controlling element; is, always
the most flexible element in the system; and, intelligence is what
you have to go beyond any prefix set pattern of response; to, have
been able to survive; and, when you look back a couple thousand
years to this day; you’re, looking with an instrument of perception
that is allowing you to perceive whole brain functioning; where,

People a couple thousand years ago had no insight; until, i
awareness and whole brain functioning began to become taught;
yet, all wasn’t until economic egalitarianism came to be achieved;
in, the year four thousand twenty-six all are living as the
adirondacks did; some, many thousands of years before as
originals; all, were lifefoodarians; and, lived the longest life; and,
cared about all of life; living, the most sublime life of all originals;
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All, life in this day is considered sentient; and, gender
egalitarianism is a norm; can, you remember that the wind is
whispering sweet nothing; and, that what’s said is modifying
something in the moment for you; that’s all; all, stuck states it is
known in the year four thousand twenty-six; occur, because of a
sensory system deletion; and, that whole brain functioning involves
a syntax involving kinesthetic; auditory; and, visual; sequencing, of
the senses in this order; what’s

Positive, is known to be of a plus one value; and, what’s negative is
known to be of a negative five value; a, new world view is taking
shape; that’s, unique from anything that’s happened in the past; all,
beloved are waking up to a condition having been imposed; not,
truly much by knowing; but, by default;

How, you who is living is real and can perceive; and, what impinges
within you is like a mirror reflection of you; not, you; you, are equal
to another beloved; to, freely determine your destiny;

All, can say do you have the power to know what you can change;
and, what you can’t; everyone’s personal power is controlled by a
field outside self;

Freedom, is you being in your own self governance; it’s, your
property to move your arm; not, someone else’s; all, entities and
-isms are dead and have no central organized nervous system;
and, at the moment you and i have a system which is where a
fictional entity as an ism is dead; and, has no central organized
nervous system; and, has been put above you who does;

Lifehouse, sustainable community is a concept that you can apply
where you are; and, economic egalitarianism is too; in, nature a
give and receivedness is; and, a free flow of passage and safe
harbor; is, for all in a natural paradigm; no one, has the right to
interfere with another’s life; or, to have said you as a people cannot
have your children; or, someone owns the land who’s dead;
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The, good news is that the path of least resistance is existing for all
of us; to, have ticked the box yes; for, reform in banking; the, bank
must be back inside who can perceive; for, it is the bank that’s
directing the currency; where, focus is being put; a, corpse can’t
think; and, can’t spend from a central organized nervous system;
nineteen, billion on basic education for the earth for twelve months;
and, seven hundred fifty billion for war machinery of the military
industrial complex; is, insane;

Some, small countries can spend close to that on ice cream; as,
what’s spent on basic education for the whole world; through,
education social mobility occurs; the, roof is leaking and much
conversation is about furniture coverings; mere, rearrangement of
furniture in the upstairs room; right, now you can see young and
elderly beloved; it’s not for you to wonder of whatever simple
appearances is; one, beloved is not unique from another;

If, you’re fit you don’t need anything; you, should assist me up front
with the younger ones and those beloved who are infirm; i, am
giving you my estate; i, am doing this whilst i am living; i, give you
my autograph; this, state is given of my estate;

No one, has to be concerned much of anything individual;
something, we share with each other we have in our hearts; we,
have in common;

Causing, the greatest sufferedness on earth right now is not
spiritual; that, any beloved can have been joined to be equal to
what has no central organized nervous system; and, cannot
perceive; on, this note a private guild owned by the hand above the
government; of, all plantations on the earth; has, made all to be put
under infractions; only, written for a corpse or a ment; an, -ism; but,

Not you who is living and can perceive; a fruit tree of victimless
crime; where no injury is; no, damage no cost yet apparently a
crime is? Yet, where is such? All targeted black hispanic boys put
into detention should be let free; for it was definitely a witches trial
that put them there;
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Alphabet, soup land can’t say anything; nor, can it hear you; your,
focus being inside here now; at, a grassroots level; not, to have a
service provider anymore; who, is caused one plantation to be over
the whole earth; except, for a few orphaned countries; none, can
say that war has not been fought because of banking; a,
bank-whore; and, one can say one is who is under military
dictatorship at the moment;

All, have acquiesced to that system only; yet, what’s extremely
incorrect is that a private person could own the money supply; and,
everyone else would have to pay it back to that person only; no
one, can say that’s not slavery; especially, you and i we cannot
accept a foreign entity to make any decisions for us; an, entity has
no central organized nervous system; and, is illogical; irrational;
and, insane; period; and, such is what is wrong at the moment;

It’s, wrong that anyone could socially engineer others; which, is evil;
send, their children to the public fool system; to, separate
segregate and dumb down; and, no group; especially, an entity;
should, ever be controlling the action of beloved in a manner of
having fallen into civic confinement and entrapment; all, story is
made up; it’s, an approximation of reality; what, you sense is an
approximation of reality; not, reality;

You, living as a savage prefer not to live with possessions; in, this
moment now you are giving your possessions and assets to this
movement; don’t, sit idly by in your life; and, let the oceans just
acidify; because, you’ve only allowed what’s dead to be above you
in what you’ve done; you’ll, learn how to be nobody; not,
somebody; learn; how to be part of a leaderless and headless
movement; and, such is everywhere right now all over this earth;

You, are not alone; not, at all; not, a single cunt-tree beloved is not
a part of this movement; there’s, no medium between you and
creation; you, reject all such; you, reject this idea that you’re simply
an observer; observing, some subject; no; the, whole universe is
flowing inside you; there’s, nothing for you to guard; what, power
you have is invisible; formless; this, is power;
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You, are ruler of no possessions to tie you down; you, are a
savage; you, have nothing to guard; nothing, to betray; or, to be
martyred; you,are not under any observation; that’s,
impossible;you, have great power to be able to reflect; you’ve,
learned how to be nobody; you,conceal; all, what would be
volunteered not positive; you, exclude the intrigue of opposition;
you’re, not interested in trophy of metal hunting; you’re, simply
interested in what can i do that my kin can be better off

You, apply all symbol to achieve this invisible good; for, you will not
stop until the roof has been repaired from leaking; and,only upon
constitutional currency being restored here on turtle island; period;
you, have to know to get rid of anything that’s not your own thought;
and, get rid of any thought that’s yours that’s not beneficial; for, it is
you who is the savage who is aware of a means; for, broadcasting
voice command; the, heart is guiding the tongue;

I’m, asking you to come from an office of trust right now; not, profit;
and, I’m making this appointment with you right now; in, this
moment; i, want you to be my trustee; this, savage accepts all
creed as beads on one string; and, it’s this string of a blending of
the heart and the mind in i awareness; this, savage is about; not, by
doing anything except you’re witnessing of this outward lived
meditation;

You, don’t have to ask anyone to go to the bathroom; and, because
of this you are a force to be reckoned with; could, this be the
reason the hand above; has, spent so much on psy ops operation;
running, around organizing state sponsored domestic terrorism;
every, bullet crossed over every boundary was paid for; if, you’re a
soldier your body is worth more than the property you’re defending;

My, father didn’t get shot through his neck and his legs; saving,
american boys; for, a communistic pig system; you, are living in a
cunt-tree as an orchard; that’s, de-zioned for human resources to
be stock; in, a corpse itself that’s dead; and, you’ve got a few
chrome domes running around up there; that, you and i are
acquiescing to allow to be where they are; because, how can you
have anything different if the bank is in lalaland; of, your currency;
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Vanity, someone can have had can have helped the bank-whore a
lot; yet, can you notice any vanity you can have; i, can tell you my
son has been kidnapped; taken; the, joy dakota and i have is his
and my property; not, anyone else’s; you, live in a pig system where
one apparently can’t void a void court order; is, it okay someone
can slowly put your child to death; to, tell you to stop speaking; and,
mess with your life that you just go away?

Caesar’s Praetorian is Alphabet Soup Land Today

All, would arrive to see the culture that you have canceled and even logos
dropped; for, never was the social compact not shredded; this, reason is
for an article IV and III court; room, is for self autonomy not abomination
by an “ISM”; all, is fascism by the controllers of CB-cowo the same as
Caesars praetorian in the past which eventually killed caesar as well; such

A, conquest has always been over your title; it’s, in the rainbow prophecy
a strange attractor comes to be set up; to, engage autonomous dialogue;
non-biased, without conflicted interest which is common law wouldn’t you
agree? To, this, end currency comes to be directed which is a top priority;
because, its your title which is real otherwise you’re under an “ISM”; an,

Illusion, of freedom; yet, in this story you learn about how the controllers of
CB-cowo company infiltrate every level of society; by, currencies
unprecedented centralized role being pulled away from governance by
usury; it’s the same as the praetorian as any alphabet soup land since;
which, alphabet soup land is highly corrupt; where, we the people are just
being portrayed; so
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You, woke up to see ammunition storage incinerated moving into world
war III; nothing, is left to defend taiwan; keep, in mind the company
assassinated their own as caesar; the, common plot of CB-cowo is to own
the state as a corporation; so, half a million would be dead in ukraine; and,
a population of thirty-six million you would see most all displaced;

Keep, in mind poland use to be part of ukraine; ukrainians, genocided a
hundred thousand poles from nineteen eighteen to ninteenfourty-five; not,
just ethnic poles yet hungarians back then; who, were persecuted naified
ukraine back then; for, the path of hollow bone is the tale of what
happened to beloved in relation of genocide in the past and today; so, did
soldiers ever get killshot before going to war in the past?

Was that not a way also having dealt with things in an asymmetric fashion
of war? Might a story unfold here to you and within these volume that to
be moor revisionary also ushering in a new epoch?
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